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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This report was prepared as a National Instrument 43-101 Technical Report for Vantex Resources
Ltd. (Vantex) by SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. (SRK). The quality of information, conclusions, and
estimates contained herein are consistent with the quality of effort involved in SRK’s services, based
on: i) information available at the time of preparation, ii) data supplied by outside sources, and iii)
assumptions, conditions, and qualifications set forth in this report. This report is intended for use by
Vantex Resources Ltd. subject to the terms and conditions of its contract with SRK and relevant
securities legislation. The contract permits Vantex Resources Ltd. to file this report as a Technical
Report with Canadian securities regulatory authorities pursuant to National Instrument 43-101
Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects. Except for the purposes legislated under provincial
securities law, any other uses of this report by any third party is at that party’s sole risk. The
responsibility for this disclosure remains with Vantex Resources Ltd. The user of this document
should ensure that this is the most recent Technical Report for the property as the Report becomes
invalid when a new one is issued.

© 2012 SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc.
This document, as a collective work of content and the coordination, arrangement and any
enhancement of such content, is protected by copyright vested in SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc.
(SRK).
Outside the purposes legislated under provincial and federal laws and stipulated in SRK’s client
contract, this document may not be reproduced, modified or transmitted in any form or by any means
whatsoever to any person without the written permission of SRK.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The Galloway gold project is a gold resource development exploration project located 30 kilometres west of
the Rouyn-Noranda mining district in the Abitibi-Temiscamingue region of western Quebec, Canada. Vantex
Resources Ltd. (Vantex) owns 100 percent of the mining rights comprising the Galloway property.
In May 2011, Vantex commissioned SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. (SRK) to visit the Galloway project and
prepare a geological and mineral resource model for the GP gold deposit. The services were rendered between
July 2011 and August 2012, leading to the preparation of the Mineral Resource Statement reported herein,
which represents the initial mineral resource evaluation prepared for this project. In accordance with National
Instrument 43-101 guidelines, SRK visited the property on July 20, 2011.
The Mineral Resource Statement reported herein is a collaborative effort between Vantex and SRK personnel.
The exploration database was compiled and maintained by Vantex, and was audited by SRK. The geological
model was constructed by SRK from a sectional geological interpretation provided by Vantex. The
geostatistical analysis, variography, and grade models were completed by SRK during the period of March
2012 and July 2012.

Property Description and Ownership
The Galloway project consists of seven distinct non-contiguous blocks (101 individual claims and three mining
concessions) that cover a total area of 2,574 hectares. The boundaries of the claims have not been legally
surveyed. The mineral rights exclude surface rights, which belong to the Government of Quebec.

Geology and Mineralization
The Galloway property is located in the Abitibi Greenstone Belt, a subprovince of the Superior Province. The
property is underlain by mafic volcanic rocks of the Archean Blake River Group, and volcano-sedimentary
rocks of the late Archean Timiskaming Group, both intruded by a swarm of Archean syenite dikes and by
Proterozoic sedimentary rocks of the Cobalt Group. The project area is located just north of the CadillacLarder Lake Fault, a crustal-scale structure defining the southern boundary of the Abitibi subprovince.
The geology of the northern portion of the project area is characterized by Archean volcanic rocks and the
related mafic sills of the Blake River Group. The area south of the Dasserat Lake is characterized by Alkalic
volcano-sedimentary rocks forming a small fault-bounded basin and intruded by a syenite porphyry complex.
The GP gold deposit, located within the Hurd Block, occurs along the contact between the Baie Reneault
syenite complex and alkalic volcano-sedimentary rocks in fault contact with Blake River rocks to the north and
Cobalt rocks to the south.
The Galloway property is primarily prospective for gold, copper, and molybdenum mineralization associated
with a magmatic hydrothermal system developed about the Baie Reneault syenite complex. The property may
also contain precious and base metals mineralization associated with the volcanic rocks of the Blake River
Group. The main area of gold mineralization on the property includes the GP gold deposit discussed herein,
and the Moriss and Hendrick areas containing similar mineralization styles.
The gold mineralization in the GP area is associated with sulphide-magnetite mineralization disseminated or in
narrow quartz veins developed in Timiskaming volcano-sedimentary rocks or syenite porphyry. The gold
mineralization is associated with weak to moderate silica, muscovite, carbonate, potassium feldspar
hydrothermal alteration. The character of this mineralization is similar to that found in magmatic hydrothermal
systems. These hydrothermal metallic deposits are generally formed by the circulation of hot magmatic
hydrothermal fluids into fractured rocks. Hydrothermal sulphides, iron oxides, gold, and silver mineralization
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are deposited into veins, breccias, and associated replacement zones. This style of mineral deposit exhibits
strong spatial and genetic relationship with high-level magmatic rocks.

Exploration and Drilling
The Galloway group of claim blocks has a long history of exploration, dating back to the 1940s. More recently,
Vantex completed diamond drilling (2009 to 2011) and channel (2011) sampling programs to validate
historical sampling results and delineate the extent of the gold mineralization at the GP target to support
mineral resource evaluation. Two other exploration targets (Hendrick and Moriss) have also been investigated.
Since acquiring the Galloway property in 2007, Vantex has drilled 52 core boreholes (12,820 metres). The
exploration drilling database also includes information from 17 historical core boreholes (4,896 metres) drilled
by previous operators.
The procedures used by Vantex to acquire and manage exploration data meet generally recognized industry
best practices. Although the procedures used to collect historical drilling information are not completely
documented, SRK has no reason to doubt the reliability of that historical information. Historical drilling
information was used solely to guide the geological interpretation. Historical sampling data were not used to
inform grade estimation. After review, SRK considers that the Galloway exploration data are of sufficient
quality to support mineral resource evaluation.
Core and surface channel samples collected by Vantex were submitted to the unaccredited Laboratoire Expert
Inc. of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec for preparation and assaying for gold using standard lead fusion fire assay
procedure with atomic absorption or gravimetric finish.
In the opinion of SRK, the exploration data from the Galloway gold project was acquired using adequate
quality control procedures that generally meet industry best practices for a resource delineation exploration
property. After review, SRK considers that the sampling approach used by Vantex did not introduce a
sampling bias.

Data Verifications
During the visit, SRK visited available outcrop exposures around the Galloway Pitchvein area and inspected
stripped outcrops and abandoned drilling sites. The borehole collars were clearly marked by a metal rod
capping the casing left in place with a flag marking the borehole number. SRK verified the collar positions of
six Vantex boreholes and one historical borehole. The locations measured by SRK are consistent with that in
the borehole database.
While on site, SRK interviewed project personnel regarding the exploration strategy and field procedures. SRK
collected five core samples for verification assaying. SRK collected the remaining half split core to replicate
five original Vantex sampling intervals from Boreholes VHD-10-35, VHD-10-46, and VHD -10-47. The
verification samples were sent by SRK to SGS Canada Inc. for preparation and assaying. The verification
samples collected by SRK confirm that there is gold mineralization in the borehole core sampled by SRK.
Laboratoire Expert transferred to SRK the original assay certificates submitted to Vantex for the Galloway
gold project. From these original certificates, SRK extracted the assay results for the external control samples
inserted by Vantex for further analysis. SRK compared gold assay values in the digital borehole database
against values in the original assay certificate. No discrepancies were found. SRK also compared assay results
for the 116 channel samples against values in the original assay certificates.
Assay results for sample blanks and certified reference materials were summarized on time series plots to
highlight the performance of the control samples. Paired data (pulp replicate data) were analyzed using bias
charts, quantile-quantile, and relative precision plots.
In general, the performance of the control samples inserted with samples submitted for assaying is acceptable.
The 2009 to 2011 field blanks are generally at or below the detection limit of 5 ppb gold with only one
exception--possibly a mislabelled sample.
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Paired assay data examined by SRK suggest that gold assays can be reasonably reproduced by Laboratorie
Expert from the same sample pulp. Rank half absolute difference (HARD) plots suggest that over 97 percent of
the pulp duplicate sample pairs have HARD below 10 percent. This is excellent. Quantile-quantile plots also
show no apparent bias between the original and the replicate assay.
The analytical data reviewed by SRK suggest that Laboratoire Expert delivered reliable assay results that do
not show evidence of bias. SRK, therefore, concludes that analytical results delivered by Labortatoire Expert
are sufficiently reliable for the purpose of mineral resource estimation.

Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing
Vantex contracted URSTM of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec to conduct preliminary mineralogical studies and
leaching tests on samples from the Galloway property. The URSTM laboratory is not accredited under
recognized accreditation systems for conducting mineralogical, chemical, and metallurgical testing. The
following paragraphs are summarized from a report prepared by URSTM and dated March 2012.
The testing material was a composite core sample (4.70 kilograms) taken from the remaining half core of four
boreholes drilled by Vantex (VHD-09-07, VHD-09-12, VHD-09-13, and VHD-09-21). The sample is
representative of the Galloway gold mineralization.
The main objective of this work was to determine the grain size, reaction agents and time required for optimal
gold recovery using the cyanidation method. Several tests using different grain sizes, concentration methods
(gravimetric and Knelson), and cyanidation time were performed during this study. The average grade of all
the gold mineralization material used for the testwork was 0.50 gpt of gold, which is representative of the gold
mineralization for the GP gold deposit.

Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates
The Mineral Resource Statement presented herein represents the first mineral resource evaluation prepared for
the Gaolloway gold project in accordance with the Canadian Securities Administrators’ National Instrument
43-101. Mineral resources were estimated in conformity with generally accepted CIM Estimation of Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines (November 2003).
The database used to estimate the mineral resources was audited by SRK. SRK is of the opinion that the
current drilling information is sufficiently reliable to model the distribution of the gold mineralization, and that
the assay data are sufficiently reliable to support mineral resource estimation.
Surface sampling and drilling information show that the main gold mineralization is disseminated in the rock
mass over wide areas, rather than being constrained by specific geological features. The auriferous
mineralization is, however, bounded to the north and south by two faults that were modelled from drilling data
to constrain resource estimation.
SRK used ordinary kriging to assign a gold grade to each cell of a block model defined to encompass all areas
of gold mineralization. Each block was assigned a specific gravity of 2.78, based on three measurements tested
by URSTM. The block model was classified according to the CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources
and Mineral Reserves (November 2010). Classification was a two-stage process, an initial automated stage
followed by a manual smoothing stage to ensure that regular areas are assigned the same resource
classification.
SRK considers that the gold mineralization at the Galloway gold project is amenable to open pit extraction.
SRK used a pit optimizer to determine those portions of the modelled mineralization that show “reasonable
prospects for economic extraction” by an open pit. Analysis of optimization results suggests that it is
appropriate to report mineral resources at a cut-off grade of 0.21 gpt gold. The Mineral Resource Statement
prepared by SRK includes all modelled blocks above the cut-off grade that were located within the conceptual
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pit envelope optimized considering all model blocks irrespective of their categorization. Blocks located outside
the conceptual pit envelopes and outside the property boundaries were not categorized.
The geological setting and character of the gold mineralization delineated to date on the Galloway gold project
are of sufficient merit to justify additional exploration expenditures.
The Mineral Resource Statement presented in Table i was prepared by Sébastien B. Bernier P.Geo.,
(APGO#1847, OGQ #1034), an independent Qualified Persons pursuant to National Instrument 43-101. The
effective date of the Mineral Resource Statement is August 1, 2012.
Table i: Mineral Resources Statement*, Galloway Gold Project, Québec, Canada, SRK
Consulting (Canada) Inc., August 1, 2012
Resource
Category
Indicated
Inferred
*

Quantity
(000 t)
18,140
2,510

Grade
Au (gpt)
0.41
0.39

Contained Au
(ounces)
240,000
32,000

Reported at a cut-off grade of 0.21 grams per tonne gold inside conceptual pit shells
optimized using a gold price of US$1,400 per ounce, metallurgical recovery of 95
percent, 5 percent mining dilution, mining cost of US$2.00 per tonne mined, processing
cost of US$8.50 per tonne milled, G&A costs of US$2.00 per tonne milled, selling cost
of US$8.00 per ounce, exchange rate of C$1.00 equal US$1.00, overall pit slope of 48
degrees, and a production rate of 15,000 tonnes per day. All figures are rounded to
reflect the relative accuracy of the estimates. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves
and do not have a demonstrated economic viability.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Vantex’s exploration team used industry best practices to acquire, manage, and interpret exploration data for
the Galloway gold project. The exploration data is sufficiently reliable and the controls on the distribution of
the gold mineralization are sufficiently understood to interpret the boundaries of the mineralization with
confidence.
The Mineral Resource Statement prepared by SRK reflects the current knowledge about the distribution of the
gold mineralization and the associated grade trends. Mineralization within the GP area remains open to the
northeast and southwest. Step-out drilling targeting this trend may present an opportunity to increase the
mineral resources.
The geological setting and character of the gold mineralization delineated to date on the Galloway gold project
are of sufficient merit to justify additional exploration expenditures.
The proposed work program for the GP area includes step-out core drilling to expand the mineral resources;
and geological studies aimed at improving the understanding of the geological and structural setting of the
deposit and the controls on the distribution of gold mineralization.
In addition, exploration work completed by Vantex in other parts of the Galloway gold project yielded
interesting results, particularly at the Moriss and Hendrick targets, where interesting gold mineralization has
been intersected. Additional core drilling is required to define the extent of the gold mineralization at these
locations and confirm its lateral continuity to support mineral resource evaluation.
The exploration work by Vantex is conducted in a manner that generally meets industry best practices. Certain
aspects of the exploration procedures can be improved. SRK recommends that Vantex also considers:
•
•
•

Documenting the exploration field procedures in a manual describing all aspects of the data
collection, handling, and storage process;
Reviewing and improving the analytical quality control data. Analytical quality control data should be
monitored as received from the assay laboratory, analyzed and documented;
Using a commercial project database incorporating appropriate security and validation protocols;
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Conducting check assaying at a ISO accredited umpire laboratory to validate assay results delivered
by the unaccredited primary laboratories used by Vantex; and
Incorporating measurement of specific gravity in routine field or assay procedures. Specific gravity
can be measured in the field by exploration staff using a water immersion procedure, or the
measurement can be requested from the assay laboratory, which can use either a water immersion
methodology or pycnometry.

The total cost of the recommended work program is estimated at C$1,530,000.
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Introduction and Terms of Reference
The Galloway gold project is a gold exploration project located approximately 30 kilometres west of
Rouyn-Noranda in western Quebec, Canada. In May 2011, Vantex Resources Ltd. (Vantex)
commissioned SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. (SRK) to prepare an initial mineral resource
evaluation for the project.
This technical report documents the first Mineral Resource Statement prepared for the Galloway
gold project pursuant to the guidelines of the Canadian Securities Administrators’ National
Instrument 43-101 and Form 43-101F1. The Mineral Resource Statement reported herein was
prepared in conformity with generally accepted CIM Estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral
Reserves Best Practice Guidelines (November 2003). In the opinion of SRK, the geological and
mineral resource models discussed herein are a reasonable representation of the global distribution of
the targeted mineralization at the current level of sampling. The estimation and reporting work
undertaken by SRK in Sudbury and Toronto was finalized in August 2012.

1.1

Scope of Work
The scope of work carried out by SRK, as defined in a letter of engagement executed on May 4,
2011 between Vantex and SRK, included the development of a mineral resource model for the
Galloway gold mineralization that has been delineated by drilling and by surface channel sampling,
and the preparation of an independent technical report in compliance with National Instrument 43101 and Form 43-101F1 guidelines. For an exploratory property, the work typically involves the
assessment of the following aspects of a project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.2

Topography, landscape, access;
Regional and local geology and exploration history;
Audit of exploration work carried out on the project;
Geological modelling;
Mineral resource estimation and validation;
Preparation of a Mineral Resource Statement; and
Recommendations for additional work.

Work Program
The Mineral Resource Statement reported herein is a collaborative effort between Vantex and SRK
personnel. The exploration database was compiled and maintained by Vantex, and was audited by
SRK. The geological model was constructed by SRK from a sectional geological interpretation
provided by Vantex. The geostatistical analysis, variography, and grade model were completed by
SRK during the period of March 2012 to July 2012.
The Mineral Resource Statement reported herein was prepared in conformity with generally accepted
CIM Exploration Best Practices Guidelines and CIM Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral
Reserves Best Practices Guidelines. This technical report was prepared following the guidelines of
the Canadian Securities Administrators’ National Instrument 43-101 and Form 43-101F1.
The technical report was assembled in SRK’s Sudbury and Toronto offices during the period of July
and August 2012.
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Basis of Technical Report
This technical report is based on information collected during a site visit performed on July 20, 2011
by Dr. Jean-Francois Couture, P.Geo., and also on additional information provided by Vantex
throughout the course of SRK’s investigations. SRK has no reason to doubt the reliability of the
information provided by Vantex. Other information was obtained from the public domain. This
technical report is based on the following sources of information:
•
•
•
•

1.4

Discussions with Vantex personnel;
Inspection of the Galloway gold project site, including outcrop and drill core;
Review of the exploration data collected by Vantex; and
Additional information from public domain sources.

Qualifications of SRK and SRK Team
The SRK Group comprises of more than 1,200 professionals, offering expertise in a wide range of
resource engineering disciplines. The SRK Group’s independence is ensured by the fact that it holds
no equity in any project under its review and its ownership rests solely with its staff. These facts
permit SRK to provide its clients with conflict-free and objective recommendations on crucial issues.
SRK has a proven track record of carrying out independent assessments of mineral resources and
mineral reserves, project evaluations and audits, technical reports, and independent feasibility
evaluations to bankable standards on behalf of exploration and mining companies, and financial
institutions worldwide. The SRK Group works with major international mining companies and has
earned its reputation as a prominent consultant to the global mining industry.
The geological modelling, the resource evaluation work, and the compilation of this technical report
were completed by Mr. Sébastien Bernier, P.Geo. (APGO #1847 and OGQ #1034), and by Mr. Chris
MacInnis, P.Geo. (Limited) (APGO #2059), under the supervision of Mr. Glen Cole, P.Geo. (APGO
#1416). Mr. Bernier, Mr. MacInnis, and Mr. Cole did not visit the project site but relied on a site
visit conducted by Dr. Jean-Francois Couture, P.Geo. (OGQ#1106 and APGO#0197). By virtue of
their education, membership to a recognized professional association, and relevant work experience,
Mr. Bernier, Mr. MacInnis, Mr. Cole, and Dr. Couture are independent Qualified Persons as this
term is defines by National Instrument 43-101. The open pit optimization work done to assist with
the preparation of the Mineral Resource Statement was completed by Mr. Rene Carapetian,
Associate Mining Engineer with SRK.
Dr. Couture, Corporate Consultant (Geology), reviewed drafts of this technical report prior to their
delivery to Vantex as per SRK internal quality management procedures. Dr. Couture visited the
project site on July 20, 2011.

1.5

Site Visit
In accordance with National Instrument 43-101 guidelines, Dr. Couture visited the Galloway gold
project on July 20, 2011, accompanied by Mr. Daniel Kelly who represented Vantex.
The purpose of the site visit was to review the exploration database, data validation procedures, and
exploration procedures; examine drill core; interview project personnel; and collect all relevant
information for the preparation of an initial mineral resource model and the compilation of this
technical report.
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SRK was given full access to all relevant data and conducted interviews with Vantex personnel to
obtain sufficient information to understand the procedures used to collect, record, store, and analyze
current exploration data.

1.6

Acknowledgement
SRK would like to acknowledge the support and collaboration provided by Vantex’s personnel for
this assignment. Their collaboration was greatly appreciated and instrumental to the success of this
project.

1.7

Declaration
SRK’s opinion contained herein and effective September 5, 2012 is based on information collected
by SRK throughout the course of its investigation. This information in turn reflects various technical
and economic conditions at the time of writing this report. Given the nature of the mining business,
these conditions can change significantly over relatively short periods of time. Consequently, actual
results may be significantly more or less favourable. This report may include technical information
that required subsequent calculations to derive subtotals, totals, and weighted averages. Such
calculations inherently involve a degree of rounding and consequently introduce a margin of error.
Where these occur, SRK does not consider them to be material.
SRK is not an insider, associate or an affiliate of Vantex and neither SRK nor any affiliate has acted
as advisor to Vantex, their subsidiaries or their affiliates in connection with this project. The results
of the technical review by SRK are not dependent on any prior agreements concerning the
conclusions to be reached, nor are there any undisclosed understandings concerning any future
business dealings.
SRK is being paid professional fees related to the preparation of this technical report pursuant to a
consulting service agreement executed with Vantex on May 4, 2011.
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Reliance on Other Experts
SRK has not performed an independent verification of land title and tenure information as
summarized in Section 3 of this report. SRK did not verify the legality of any underlying
agreement(s) that may exist concerning the permits or other agreement(s) between third parties, but
have relied on Langlois Kronström Desjardins L.L.P of Montreal, Quebec as expressed in a legal
opinion provided to Vantex on September 6, 2012. A copy of the title opinions is provided in
Appendix A. The reliance applies solely to the legal status of the rights disclosed in Sections 3.1 and
3.2 below.
SRK was informed by Vantex that there are no known litigations potentially affecting the Galloway
Gold Project.
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Property Description and Location
The Galloway gold project is located in the Dasserat Township, 30 kilometres west of the RouynNoranda mining district in the Abitibi-Temiscamingue region in western Quebec, Canada (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Location Map
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Mineral Tenure
The Galloway gold project comprises seven distinct non-contiguous blocks (101 individual claims
and three mining concessions) covering an aggregate area of approximately 2,574 hectares
(Figure 2). The boundaries of the claims have not been legally surveyed. The mineral rights exclude
surface rights, which belong to the Government of Quebec.
A summary of the tenure information, as extracted from the Government of Quebec GESTIM
website (as of the date of this technical report), is presented in Table 1. All claims are in good
standing with expiry dates varying between January 11, 2013 and October 31, 2014. A complete
listing of the mineral titles is presented in Appendix B.
The main claim blocks are: Baie Renault, Cadillac, Francoeur, Hurd, Ogima Nord, Perron, and
Sandborn. The mineral resources discussed herein are located within the Hurd and Perron claim
blocks as shown on Figure 2 (claims 2276273, 2276275, 2276277 and 2276278 and mining
concession 82).
No additional permits are required to undertake the work program recommended herein.
Table 1: Summary of Mineral Claims by Block for the Galloway Property

Claim

Claim

Group

Type*

Baie
Renault
Cadillac

Francoeur

Hurd

Ogima
Nord

Perron

Sandborn

CL
CL
CL
CDC
CDC
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CM
CDC
CDC
CL
CL
CL
CLD
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CL
CDC
CDC

Total
*

No.

Mineral

Registration

Expiry

Area

Date

Date

(Ha)

06/11/1979
06/04/1981
30/04/1982
04/03/2011
02/11/2001
04/04/1979
28/06/1979
09/05/1980
22/08/1980
11/06/1987
27/10/1994
14/10/1914
04/03/2011
21/03/2011
22/10/1979
06/11/1979
22/08/1980
24/10/1980
14/10/1982
14/10/1983
17/11/1983
13/08/1990
21/08/1993
14/07/2004
15/07/2004
21/03/2011
22/03/2011
01/11/1993
16/02/2002
16/02/2002

20/10/2013
17/03/2013
13/04/2013
01/12/2014
01/11/2013
28/03/2013
11/06/2013
22/04/2013
05/08/2013
05/05/2013
26/10/2014

Claims Resource
2
2
2
4
10
1
3
2
4
4
2
3
4
2
3
2
3
4
8
5
2
1
3
13
4
4
1
1
2
3**
104

Yes
Yes

Yes

32.00
32.00
32.00
93.93
393.35
20.00
48.00
32.00
64.00
126.40
17.00
180.49
15/05/2013
57.23
05/05/2013
22.09
27/09/2013
53.00
20/10/2013
80.00
05/08/2013
48.00
23/10/2013
82.00
27/09/2013
281.00
27/09/2013
128.00
31/10/2014
80.00
12/08/2014
13.20
20/08/2013
45.00
29/04/2013
109.32
29/04/2013
125.45
05/05/2013
77.27
21/03/2013
57.42
31/10/2013
34.00
15/02/2014
84.95
15/02/2014
124.73
2,573.83

Assessment Work and Fees
Excess
Required
Fees
(C$)
(C$)
(C$)
2,000.00
54.00
2,000.00
54.00
2,000.00
54.00
58,053.22
7,000.00
160.00
436.60 18,000.00
530.00
1,000.00
27.00
3,000.00
81.00
2,000.00
54.00
4,000.00
108.00
8,500.00
186.00
2,000.00
54.00
105.00
5,000.00
134.00
1,503,459.63
1,333.93
54.00
3,000.00
81.00
5,000.00
106.00
3,000.00
81.00
936.86
5,500.00
134.00
- 20,000.00
424.00
8,000.00
187.00
5,000.00
106.00
1,000.00
27.00
3,000.00
81.00
- 14,500.00
377.00
8,500.00
186.00
535,258.13
4,666.07
134.00
1,200.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
3,600.00
106.00
5,400.00
159.00
2,098,144.44 151,805.00 3,845.00

CM: Mining Concession; CL: Staked Claim; CDC: Designated Claims, CLD: Designated Claims LSM 1988.

** Mr. Guy Thibault holds a 1% interest in these claims.
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Figure 2: Land Tenure Map

3.2

Underlying Agreements
There are no underlying agreements that are relevant to the ownership of the mineral titles
comprising the Golloway gold project.
Vantex controls a 100 percent interest in six of the seven claim blocks that comprise the Galloway
property (Baie Renault, Cadillac, Francoeur, Hurd, Ogima Nord, and Perron) (Table 1). The only
exception is the Sandborn block, where prospector Guy Thibault has a 1 percent interest in three of
the six claims (see Table 1).

3.3

Permits and Authorization
Exploration work on public land (Crown land) in the province of Quebec is conducted under a
forestry operational permit granted by the Quebec Ministry of Natural Resources and Wildlife
(MNRF) and renewed periodically.
The Galloway property is partially on the proposed Kanasuta Protected Area. The limits of this
protected area are not determined and discussions are currently being held with the province of
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Quebec to finalize its boundaries. Currently, expired claims within the boundary of the projected
Kanasuta Protected Area cannot be claimed until resolution in the matter is reached.

3.4

Environmental Considerations
The Galloway gold project is an exploration property. The exploration work carried out by Vantex
includes core drilling, outcrop stripping, and sampling. The surface disturbances arising from this
work is minimal. As far as SRK can determine, this work has been carried out in compliance with
the authorizations provided by the Quebec Mining Act. As such there are no known environmental
liabilities arising from the exploration work carried out by Vantex.

3.5

Mining Rights in Quebec

3.5.1 Introduction
In Canada, natural resources are of provincial jurisdiction. In the Province of Quebec, the
management of mineral resources and the granting of exploration and mining rights for mineral
substances and their use are regulated by the Quebec Mining Act that is administered by the MRNF.
The act also establishes the rights and obligations of rights holder with the view of maximizing the
development of Quebec’s mineral resources. Mineral rights are owned by the Crown and are distinct
from surface rights. The Quebec Mining Act is currently under revision.

3.5.2 The Claim
In Quebec, the mineral claim is the only valid exploration right. It grants its owner the an exclusive
right to search for mineral substances in the public domain, except for sand, gravel, clay, and other
surface deposits that are regulated by other titles. Each claim also provides access rights to a parcel
of land on which exploration work may be performed. However, the claim holder cannot access land
that has been granted, alienated, or leased by the Crown for non-mining purposes, or land that is the
subject of an exclusive lease to mine surface mineral substances, without first having obtained the
permission of the current holder of these rights. A claim holder cannot erect or maintain a
construction on lands in the public domain without obtaining, in advance, the permission of the
MRNF, unless such a construction is specifically allowed for by ministerial order. An application is
not necessary for temporary shelters that are made of pliable material over rigid supports that can be
dismantled and transported.
Mineral claims are obtained by map designation over predetermined parcels of land, or by ground
staking on lands that have been determined for that purpose. Once designated, a mineral claim does
not need further delimitation on the ground. A mineral claim is valid for a period of two years from
its registration date. It can be renewed indefinitely providing the holder meets all the conditions set
out in the Mining Act as amended by regulation from time to time. Obligations are set out by
regulations and include payment of statutory taxes and obligation to invest a minimum exploration
expenditures based on surface area of the claim. Excess exploration expenditures can be accumulated
and applied towards future renewals; and/or can be applied toward the renewal of adjacent claims
located within 4.5 kilometre radius from the centroid of a claim. Assessment reports prepared by a
Qualified Person registered within the Province of Quebec must be filed before the expiry of a claim
as witness of exploration expenditures. The renewal cost of a claim is set by regulation and depends
on the surface area of the claim, its location and the date the application is received.
Mineral claims can be transferred to third parties and the transfer recorded with the mine registrar by
payment of statutory fees set by regulation.
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3.5.3 Extraction Rights
There are two types of extraction right in Québec: A mining lease for mineral substances and a lease
to mine surface mineral substances.
A mining lease is required to undertake commercial mining activity. A claim owner can apply to the
mine registrar to obtain a mining lease granting the right to mine mineral substances over areas
generally not exceeding 100 hectares (larger areas may be granted by exception). The applicant must
demonstrate that the deposit is mineable and submit a written application with conditions set out by
regulation and containing a description of the land, including its location, its surface area as
determined by a land surveyor and a list of the claim numbers to be covered by the mining lease. The
application must also include a report certified by a geologist or an engineer describing the nature
and extent of the deposit and its likely value and the payment of the annual rent for the first year of
the lease as set out by regulation. Rent is established by regulation and varies based on the surface
area of the lease, its use (mine or tailings) and its tenure (private or public land).
A mining lease is valid for a period of 20 years and can be renewed for three successive periods of
10 years (total of 50 years) by filling a renewal with the mine registrar and paying renewal fees set
out by regulation. The renewal application must include the amount representing the annual rent for
the first year of the renewed lease and a report demonstrating that the holder has engaged in mineral
exploitation on the land covered by the mining lease for at least two of the last 10 years for which the
lease was valid. The lessee must have also complied with the provisions of the Quebec Mining Act
and of the regulation during the term of the lease. Thereafter, the MRNF can prolong the lease under
conditions that the ministry determines.
The lessee of a mining lease or the concession holder has surface access and usage rights, except
when the land is used as a cemetery. On public lands, access and usage rights are limited to mining
purposes only. If the land covered by the lease or concession was granted or alienated by the Crown,
the lessee or concession holder must obtain the owner’s permission to access the land and carry out
work. He may acquire these rights through amicable agreement or, if necessary, by expropriation. On
land leased by the Crown, the lessee of a mining lease or the holder of a mining concession must
obtain the consent of the lessee of the land surface or pay him compensation. In the event of a
disagreement, a court can determine this compensation.
The lessee or concession holder may also use adjacent land for their mining activities, in compliance
with other laws, in particular those relating to public lands, forests, and the environment. On public
lands, the lessee or concession holder may purchase or rent land to set up mine tailings or any other
facility required for mining purposes. The lessee or concession holder may also obtain a right of way
to install transport routes or tracks, pipelines, and water conduits. The location of a mill on land that
is covered by a lease or outside its boundaries must be approved by the MRNF and its location may
be subjected to an environmental impact assessment or review in accordance with the Environment
Quality Act, in which case the site must be approved by the Government of Quebec.
The lessee or concession holder may use any sand or gravel that are present at the surface of the land
covered by their lease or concession for activities related to mining. This permission only applies to
public lands that are not subject to an exclusive lease to mine surface mineral substances. Any
mining-related activities involving sand or gravel do not require a lease to mine surface mineral
substances.
The lessee or concession holder may cut wood on the land of their lease or concession, provided that
this wood is only used for the purposes of erecting buildings or carrying out mining-related
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activities. A forest management permit must be obtained from a regional office of the Forestry
Branch of the MRNF. The terms and conditions for issuing the permit vary according to amount of
wood to be cut.
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Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources,
Infrastructure and Physiography

4.1

Accessibility

Page 11

The Galloway property is located on the southwestern shore of Lake Dasserat, Dasserat Township, in
the Abitibi-Temiscamingue region in western Quebec, Canada. It can be accessed by road (TransCanada Highway 117) and is 30 kilometres west of Rouyn-Noranda (Quebec) or 65 kilometres east
of Kirkland Lake (Ontario). Skilled labour, including drillers and mining services, can be found in
these two mining towns.
From Highway 117, a gravel road leads north to the ski slope of Mont Kanasuta, where a secondary
gravel road leads further north into the Hurd Block area. The southern portion of the Cadillac Block
is traversed by Highway 117. From that area, a north-south cottage road accesses the Cadillac,
Francoeur, and Ogima blocks (Desvaux and Berthelet lakes). Several gravel trails traverse most
sectors of the property area. The trails are used for cross-country skiing during the winter.
The Rail Services division of Ontario Northland provides freight transportation to industries in
Rouyn-Noranda. The railway follows Highway 117 south of the property where it crosses the
Cadillac Block.
The Rouyn-Noranda airport has daily flights to Montreal.

4.2

Local Resources and Infrastructure
Aside from Rouyn-Noranda and Kirkland Lake, suppliers, subcontractors, as well as qualified
manpower, are available in the Val d’Or area, an important regional centre of 35,000 inhabitants
with expertise in the mining and forestry industries that is located about 140 kilometres east of the
project site.
As outlined above, a major highway and a railway pass through the property.

4.3

Climate
The region has a mid-latitude continental climate, with temperatures ranging from 30 degrees
Celsius in the summer to -30 degrees Celsius in the winter. Winters are long and cold, with mean
monthly temperatures below freezing for five months of the year (November to March). Annual
precipitation is about 975 millimetres, with half of that in the summer months.
The winter snow pack averages 50 centimetres to 90 centimetres. Lake ice forms by mid-November
and usually melts by mid-April. Field operations are possible year round with the exception of
limitations imposed by lakes and swamps and the periods of break-up and freeze-up.
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Physiography
The Galloway property is characterized by hilly ground with some escarpments. Several small
streams flow from the north slope of Mont Kanasuta (elevation 502 metres) into Lake Dasserat
(elevation 275 metres) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: View from Mont Kanasuta Looking North over Claims Area

The Lake Dasserat shoreline is the northern limit of the Galloway property. A much smaller lake is
present in the south east of the property.
There are glacial and fluvial gullies composed of silts, sands, gravels, and blocks that can reach a
few metres in diameter and are located mostly in the valleys. The forest consists of mature trees of
mixed composition.
The area is home to abundant moose, black bear, and small game, which are hunted seasonally.
Speckled trout are present in most ponds and brooks. Pike and pickerel are present in Lake Dasserat.
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History
Numerous phases of exploration have been undertaken on the Galloway property. Regional
discoveries of important mineralization date back to 1906 when Alphonse Olier and Auguste Renault
discovered the first gold deposit in the Rouyn-Noranda region. Exploration on the Galloway property
itself started in the mid-1940s, though some prospectors had worked the area prior to that.
Historical exploration targeted copper-molybdenum and gold showings discovered by prospecting
during the first half of the 1900s. More detailed work was carried out on a few more promising
showings, including the Pitchvein and Galloway that proved to have limited continuity.
In the 1980s and 1990s, Kerr Addison Mines Ltd. (Kerr Addison) and Silver Century Exploration
Inc. (Silver Century) conducted more extensive exploration targeting copper-molybdenum-gold
mineralization disseminated in Temiskaming volcano-sedimentary and syenite rocks. That work
intersected broad areas of sulphide mineralization carrying low copper-molybdenum-gold values.
The interest was for wide zones of mineralization. In fact, it is the work of Kerr Addison and Silver
Century that led to recognition that this area represents a small fault-bounded Temiskaming basin
with a swarm of syenite dikes and is characterized by a magmatic hydrothermal system with coppermolybdenum-gold mineralization in the form of quartz-stockwork and fine sulphide dissemination.
The Galloway property is divided into seven distinct non-contiguous blocks: Perron, Cadillac,
Sandborn, Baie Renault, Ogima, Francour, and Hurd (Figure 2). Historical exploration conducted on
each block is summarized in Table 2. The Hurd Block received the most exploration and contains the
best mineralization on the Galloway property. All blocks have been subjected to a number of
geological and geochemical exploration surveys; however, many of these are old and centred on
minor showings.
The GP gold deposit itself lies within the Hurd Block, on the contact between Archaean
volcaniclastic rocks and the Baie Renault syenite intrusion.

5.1

Perron Block
These non-contiguous claim groups are underlain by sedimentary rocks belonging to the Cobalt
Group (Proterozoic). For that reason, minimal exploration was conducted on these claims. A few
core boreholes were drilled; however, most are shallow, barren, and intersected only Cobalt Group
rocks.

5.2

Cadillac Block
A total of twelve core boreholes were drilled in the Cadillac Block, despite the block being mainly
underlain by the Cobalt Group. In the mid-1940s, Toburn Gold Mines drilled five core boreholes and
no significant gold mineralization was reported. In 1956, Teck completed a seven core borehole
program. The best mineralization was 0.4 grams of gold per tonnne (gpt gold) over a 5-foot core
length interval. There is insufficient information to determine if that reported core length interval
represents true width.
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Table 2: Historical Work on the Galloway Property
Block

Pre 1950

1950s

Toburn Gold,
1944-45, 5 ddh

Teck, 1959,
7 ddh

1960s

1970s

Perron

Cadillac

Prospection

Ogima

Payrock Mines, Payrock, 19561956-64, 9 ddh 64, 2 ddh

Prospectors,
1966, stripping

Vilaroi Mines,
2 ddh
Hurd

Prospection
Sandborn

Baie
Renault

Prospection
trench and pit
Prospection

Francoeur

Fayole 1950-56. Hurd, 1966,
14 ddh
stripping
Bracemac
Pitchvein, 1956,
Mines, 1966-67,
14 ddh
geol.
Violamac Mnes, Prospectors,
1950-51, 8 ddh 1966, stripping
Payrock Mine,
1956, EM
Bracemac
Prospecting
Mines, 1959,
(Don Hurd)
4 ddh
Prospectors,
1966, stripping

1980s
1990s
G. Hinse, 1982,
Geochem.
Kerr Addison,
1987, 2 ddh
Hi-Tec, 1988,
Geophys.

Depex-Currie
Golden Tag,
Rose, 1974-75,
1981, geophys.
geol. 1 ddh
Canamax, 198485, 5 ddhs
Kerr Addison,
1986, 2 ddh
Depex, 1974-75, Prospectors
geol. geophys
1980-83, 6 ddh
Canamax, 198485, 5 ddhs
Lacana, 1987,
6 ddh
Kerr Addison,
1988-89, geol,
geoch.
Kerr Addison,
1988-89, 25 ddh

2000s
Pros-spect-Or,
2006-07, geol.

Noranda,
1992, 5 ddh
Silver Century,
1994-98, 5 ddh

Noranda, 1990- Pros-spect-Or,
92, 5 ddhs
2006-07, geol.
Silver Century,
1994-98, 5 ddh

Silver Century,
1993-98, 5 ddh

Dr. Sandborn,
1976-82, 9 ddh

Dr. Sandborn,
1980-82, 6 ddh
Kerr Addison,
1986-88, 3 ddh

Depex, 1974,
geophys

Prospectors,
Noranda, 1992
1980, 2 ddh
Golden Tag,
Silver Century,
1981, geophys. 1994-98
Canamax,
1984-85, geol.
Kerr Addison,
1988, geochem.

Loubel,
1997-2005
Pros-spect-Or,
2006-07,
geophys. 4 ddh

Note: ddh = diamond drill boreholes, geophys= geophysics, geol = geological mapping, Geochem=geochemical sampling and
geotech=geotechnical studies / logging

A core borehole drilled by Kerr Addison Mines Ltd. in 1986, north of the Cadillac Break, returned
1.8 gpt gold over 0.8 metres between the 799.0 and 799.8 metre. Another borehole, located 500
metres further north, returned 2.7 gpt gold over 3 metres, while several boreholes located to the
south of Lac Desvaux returned values ranging from 1.4 to 3.9 gpt gold over borehole lengths from
1.2 to 2.1 metres.
In 1994 and 1995, Silver Century (a subsidiary of Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd.) drilled a few core
boreholes that returned a number of anomalous gold values (between 1.0 and 2.0 gpt gold). An
inverse polarization geophysical survey undertaken in 1998 returned one anomaly that does not
appear to have been tested by drilling.
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Ogima North Block
In the 1950s and 1960s, Payrock Mines Ltd. apparently drilled a few boreholes on the Ogima North
Block. Thereafter until 1983, the property was worked by various prospectors and shallow drilling
was performed for claim maintenance.
In the mid-1980s, Canamax Resources Inc. completed five core boreholes with marginal results.
In 1987, Lacana Mining Corporation drilled six core boreholes, with one borehole intersecting a 0.5
core length interval grading 9.7 gpt gold. Kerr Addison held an option with Lacana for two years
(1988-1989), but did not perform any drilling.
In 1992, Noranda completed five core boreholes and abandoned the option shortly after.
In 1994 and 1995, Silver Century (who at the time controlled the Ogima, Francoeur, and Cadillac
blocks) drilled three core boreholes. A few narrow auriferous zones were intersected. Most of these
results were in the Baie du Canal and Island areas.

5.4

Hurd Block
The Hurd Block was intensely explored until the arrival of Kerr Addison in 1987. This early
exploration work resulted in the discoveries of several occurrences on the property. Details from this
exploration work are not available.
From 1987 to 1989, Kerr Addison drilled 25 core boreholes, most of them in the Galloway showing
area.
From 1992 to 1998, Silver Century explored this area and drilled 10 core boreholes, following up on
the results of Kerr Addison.
In 1997, Loubel Exploration Inc. signed an option for the Hurd Block. The company drilled 12 core
boreholes before abandoning the property in 2005. From 2005 to February 2007, Pro-Spect-Or
Resources Inc. assessed the historical data from this block, completed further stripping and
trenching, and drilled four core boreholes.

5.5

Sandborn Block
In the early 1950s, the property was explored by Violamac Mines Ltd. who undertook a number of
geophysical surveys and drilled eight core boreholes. No significant results were reported.
In 1957, Payrock Mines Ltd. drilled three core boreholes. No significant results were reported.
In 1980, three core boreholes were drilled in the southeastern portion of the property by Dr.
Sandborn. No significant gold was intersected. In 1982, Dr. Sandborn drilled another two core
boreholes. One borehole intersected 1.12 percent copper over a 0.9 foot core length interval.
In 1988, Kerr Addison drilled three core boreholes. No significant results were reported.
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Baie Renault Block
Historically, exploration on the Baie Renault claims has targeted several parallel structures hosting
quartz-carbonate-pyrite-(chalcopyrite-molybdenite) veining within the Baie Renault syenite intrusion
and surrounding Archean volcanic rocks.
In the early 1920s and 1930s, numerous trenches and a shallow pit were excavated by prospectors. In
1959, Bracemac Mines Inc. drilled four shallow core boreholes that returned generally low metal
values with only two samples returned greater than 1gpt gold.
In the 1960s, grubstake prospecting was undertaken by Don Hurd on the claims.

5.7

Francoeur Block
The Francoeur Block was investigated by the same exploration companies as the Ogima North and
Cadillac blocks. In 1992, Noranda drilled a few core boreholes with disappointing results.
In 1994 and 1995, Silver Century drilled three core boreholes, including in the Francoeur Block.
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Geological Setting and Mineralization

6.1

Regional Geology

Page 17

The Galloway property is located in the Abitibi Greenstone Belt, a subprovince of the Superior
Province. The property is underlain by mafic volcanic rocks of the Archean Blake River Group,
volcano-sedimentary rocks of the late Archean Timiskaming Group, both intruded by a swarm of
Archean syenite dikes and by Proterozoic sedimentary rocks of the Cobalt Group.
In the project area, the Timiskaming rocks form an alkalic volcano-sedimentary sequence in fault
contact with the volcanic rocks of the Blake River Group to the north. The southern portion of the
property is underlain by Cobalt sedimentary rocks, also in fault contact with the Timiskaming rocks.
All rock units, except Proterozoic rocks, are intruded by a plethora of lamprophyre, alkali to syenite
porphyry dikes forming the Baie Reneault syenite complex.
The project area is located just north of the Cadillac-Larder Lake Fault, a crustal-scale structure
defining the southern boundary of the Abitibi subprovince (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Regional Geology Setting
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Property Geology
The geology of the northern portion of the project area is characterized by Archean volcanic rocks
and related mafic sills of the Blake River Group (Figure 5). The area south of the Dasserat Lake is
characterized by Alkalic volcano-sedimentary rock forming a small fault-bounded basin and intruded
by a syenite porphyry complex. The GP gold deposit located within the Hurd Block occurs along the
contact between the Baie Reneault syenite complex and alkalic volcano-sedimentary rocks in fault
contact with Blake River rocks to the north and Cobalt rocks to the south.

Figure 5: Local Geology Setting
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Mineralization
The Galloway property is primarily prospective for gold, copper, and molybdenum mineralization
associated with a magmatic hydrothermal system developed about the Baie Reneault syenite
complex. The property may also contain precious and base metals mineralization associated with the
volcanic rocks of the Blake River Group.
Historical exploration work has targeted outcropping structures containing narrow high grade gold,
copper, and molybdenum mineralization with mix results.
More recent exploration work targeted a magmatic hydrothermal system associated with the
emplacement of the Baie Renault syenite complex. The main area of gold mineralization on the
property includes the GP gold deposit discussed herein, and the Moriss and Hendrix areas.
In the GP area (Figure 5), the main gold mineralization is associated with minor (with lesser
chalcopyrite and molybdenite) and magnetite mineralization disseminated in hydrothermally altered
Timiskaming rocks or in quartz stockwork. Outcropping gold mineralization (Figure 6) is
characterized by narrow quartz veins in regular or irregular networks and crosscutting strongly
altered Timiskaming volcanosedimentary rocks and syenite porphyry. The dominant hydrothermal
alterations include silica, muscovite, carbonate, magnetite, hematite, and potassium feldspar.
The hydrothermal alteration is more obvious in core (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9). The tenor of
the gold mineralization is quite consistent throughout the rock mass that is weakly to moderately
altered (muscovite, magnetite, carbonate, and hematite).
Outcrop and core sampling data in the GP area have defined a fault-bounded zone of gold
mineralization extending over approximately 500 metres in a northeast direction between barren
mafic volcanic rocks of the Blake River Group to the northwest and barren Cobalt sedimentary rocks
to the south. The zone of gold mineralization averages approximately 175 metres in thickness and
has been tested from the surface to a depth of 500 metres. It is open to the northeast and southwest
and at depth. The sampling information for this area is of sufficient quality to support the mineral
resource evaluation discussed herein.
Other areas of gold mineralization on the Galloway gold project include the Hendrick, Moriss,
Soaker Hill, Hurd, Sanborn, Renault Bay, Jacob, and Desjardins (Figure 5).
The Hendrick Zone (Hurd Block, Figure 5) is located along the southwest extension of the GP trend.
The gold mineralization is similar in character.
Located 400 metres west of the GP gold deposit, the gold mineralization of the Moriss Zone (Perron
Block, Figure 5) was identified as a geophysical target in 2009. It includes three separate areas of
gold mineralization: the North Zone; the Moriss Zone, and the New Zone. The gold mineralization is
associated with smoky quartz veins, breccias, and stockwork within volcaniclastic rocks. Coarse,
visible gold is common within the three main zones. Exploration drilling is ongoing on these targets
to demonstrate lateral continuity of the auriferous structures.
Other areas (Soaker Hill, Renault Bay, Fayolle, Chalet, Boreal, Baie du Canal, Jacob, Desjardins,
and Sandborn) have historical gold occurrences.
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B

Galloway_July2011_013.jpg

C

Galloway_July2011_009.jpg

D

Breccia dike
contact

Lithic fragment
with Qz vein

Galloway_July2011_028.jpg

Galloway_July2011_050.jpg

Figure 6: Texture of Gold Mineralization in Outcrop at GP Area
A, B and C: Delicate quartz stockwork crosscutting Timiskaming volcaniclastic rocks. Narrow quartz
veins forming regular and irregular networks and containing minor sulphide and magnetite
mineralization.
D: Small breccia dike in syenite porphyry containing quartz vein fragments (magnet tip) and lithic
fragments with quartz vein.
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Galloway_July2011_058.jpg

Figure 7: Borehole VHD-10-35 (Section 237 to 258 metres): Typical Character of the Galloway
Gold Mineralization
The section between 237 and 258 metres averages 0.67 gpt gold. The sample between the red
arrows (243.0 to 244.5 metres) averages 4.9 gpt gold.
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Galloway_July2011_67-68.jpg

Figure 8: Borehole VHD-10-46 (Section 174 to 201 metres): Typical Character of the Galloway
Gold Mineralization
The section between 174 and 201 metres averages 0.44 gpt gold. The sample between the red
arrows (183.0 to 184.5 metres) averages 1.54 gpt gold.
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Galloway_July2011_80-81.jpg

Figure 9: Borehole VHD-10-47 (section 174 to 207 metres): Typical Character of the Galloway
Gold Mineralization
The section between 174 and 207 metres averages 0.75 gpt gold. The section between the red
arrows (181.5 to 186.0 metres) averages 1.68 gpt gold.
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Deposit Types
The gold mineralization in the GP area is associated with sulphide-magnetite mineralization
disseminated or in narrow quartz veins developed in Timiskaming volcano-sedimentary rocks or
syenite porphyry. The gold mineralization is associated with weak to moderate silica, muscovite,
carbonate, potassium feldspar hydrothermal alteration. The character of this mineralization is similar
to that found in magmatic hydrothermal systems.
These hydrothermal metallic deposits are generally formed by the circulation of hot magmatic
hydrothermal fluids into fractured rocks. Hydrothermal sulphides, iron oxides, gold, and silver
mineralization are deposited into veins, breccias, and associated replacement zones. This style of
mineral deposit exhibits strong spatial and genetic relationship with high-level magmatic rock. The
mineralogy of the hydrothermal metallic mineralization, their metal budget, and the geometry of the
mineralization are strongly influenced by the composition of the intrusive magmas and country rocks
and the architecture of the intrusive complex. In the late Archean rocks of the Abitibi Subprovince
alkalic intrusive complexes, particularly those located along the boundary Cadillac Fault, are
commonly associated with minor gold, copper, and molybdenum mineralization.
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Exploration
The Galloway property has a long history of exploration, dating back to the 1940s (see Section 5).
Recent exploration work by Vantex includes primarily core drilling conducted between 2009 and
2011 (52 core boreholes totalling 12,827 metres) and surface sampling.
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Drilling

9.1

Drilling
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Since acquiring the property in 2007, Vantex has drilled 52 core boreholes (12,827 metres) on the
Galloway property (Figure 10). The exploration drilling database also includes information from 17
historical core boreholes (4,900 metres) drilled by previous operators. The boreholes average
approximately 255 metres in length, with the shortest at 33 metres and the longest at 650 metres. In
total, the exploration database includes 69 core boreholes (17,727 metres).
Table 3: Summary of Galloway Exploration Drilling Database
Company
Kerr Addison
Silver Century
Pros-Spect-Or
Vantex
Vantex
Total

Year
1987-1989
1992-1998
2006
2009
2010

Number
of hole
5
10
2
23
29
69

Length
(metres)
1,084
2,979
837
4,832
7,995
17,727

Number of
sample
735
1,599
338
3,181
4,820
10,673

Drilling by Vantex was contracted to Forage N.B. Bordeleau and Forage Magma both from RouynNoranda, Quebec.
Collars positions were determined in the field by Vantex personnel and surveyed with differential
GPS. All location data is determined in UTM coordinates (NAD83 datum Zone 20N).
Vantex used a Flex-it instrument to survey and monitor the progression of the boreholes.
Measurements were taken down hole at 50 metres intervals.
Boreholes were generally drilled with a south azimuth at inclinations varying between 40 and 50
degrees. This pattern was chosen as it best aligned with the interpreted orientation of the
mineralization. Drilling from the south was not practical because of topographic constraints. A few
boreholes were drilled in other directions to define the outlines of the gold mineralization.
The inclined core boreholes were drilled at irregular spacing averaging between 25 to 50 metres. The
GP gold deposit was investigated by drilling along a strike length of about 475 metres to an average
length of 255 metres. The deepest borehole reached a vertical depth of approximately 570 metres.
The pattern and distribution of the core boreholes relative to the gold mineralization outlines is
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Distribution of Drilling and Channel Sampling

9.2

Channel Sampling
The gold mineralization outcrops discontinuously. Small areas stripped by previous operators were
sampled by Vantex in 2011. A total of 116 channel samples, averaging 1.2 metres in length, were
taken (Figure 10). Because of their data density relative to the diamond drilling density these were
grouped into three pseudo-borehole files to limit their influence on grade estimation.

9.3

Sampling Approach and Methodology
All Vantex borehole core is BQ or NQ in size. The core of every borehole was examined at the drill
site by the project geologist or his assistant. Borehole core was transported daily to Vantex’s secure
core shed and core storage yard located in Rouyn-Noranda. The borehole core was also carefully
logged and sampled at this facility under the supervision of a qualified geologist. The following data
was recorded:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Borehole specifications, including: collar coordinates, azimuth and inclination, down hole
surveys, drilling dates, and the responsible geologist;
Core recovery, rock quality designation measurements;
Lithological description;
Alteration type and style;
Sulphide mineralogy and visual estimate of content;
Texture, colour, grain size, and other details about sulphide mineralization;
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Quartz veining description, percentage, approximate core angle;
Description of lithological and mineralogical contacts and angles;
Structural features such as cleavage, foliation, schistosity, lineation, shearing, fault zones;
and
Photograph of the more interesting sections, especially quartz veining;

Drill core recovery in all boreholes was very high, generally exceeding 95 percent with moderate
losses (20 to 30 percent) only at major fault-shear zones.
Drill core intervals were logged and marked for sampling, generally at a 1.5-metre interval. The
sampling procedures were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

9.4

Immediately after logging was completed, core was marked with a red crayon to indicate
intervals to be sampled;
All favorable or “mineralized” core was sampled;
Sample tags were placed and stapled into the core box at the end of each sample interval;
Samples of marked borehole core were split in half lengthwise using a hydraulic core splitter
by a Vantex technician;
Split core samples were collected in new, clear plastic sample bags; the corresponding
sample tag was placed in the bag and the bag was tied; and
Samples were brought to Laboratoire Expert in Rouyn-Noranda by Vantex personnel on a
regular basis depending on volume.

SRK Comments
Drilling procedures undertaken by Vantex at the Galloway project, including drilling, core handling,
logging, channel sampling, and database recording meet generally recognized industry standard
practices. The procedures used to collect historical drilling information are not completely
documented. SRK has no reason to doubt the reliability of that historical information. Historical
drilling information was used solely to guide the geological interpretation. Historical sampling data
were not used to inform grade estimation.
SRK considers that the exploration data collected by Vantex is of sufficient quality to support
mineral resource evaluation.
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10 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security
10.1 Sample Preparation and Analyses
Vantex used standard documented procedures for all aspects of the field sampling, including sample
description, handling, and preparation for dispatch to the assay laboratory. Vantex used Laboratoire
Expert Inc. in Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec as the primary laboratory for preparing and assaying all
samples from the Galloway gold project. Laboratoire Expert is not accredited by the Standards
Council of Canada under ISO 1705:2005.
Sampling was completed by Vantex personnel. Samples were collected from split core averaging 1.5
metres in length. Samples were bagged, labeled, and sent to Laboratoire Expert for preparation.
Upon receipt, the sample labels were compared with a master ship list to ensure all samples were
accounted for and correctly labeled.
At Laboratoire Expert, samples were prepared using a standard rock preparation procedure. The
entire sample was dried and crushed to quarter inch in a Rhino jaw crusher. The crusher was cleaned
between each sample using an air compressor, and it was cleaned with sterile equipment between
sample batches.
The sample was then further crushed to10-mesh size in a roll crusher. The crusher was cleaned
between each sample using an air compressor and a wire brush, and it was cleaned with sterile
equipment between sample batches.
The first sample of each batch was sieved to 10-mesh to determine if 90 percent passed 10-mesh. If
not, the roll crusher was adjusted and another test was performed. A sample of 300 grams was then
separated from the entire crushed sample using a Jones-type splitter and this portion was pulverized
to 200-mesh in a spray ring. The sprayer was cleaned between each sample using an air compressor
and it was cleaned with silica between sample batches. The remaining portion of the 10-mesh sample
was saved in the original sample bag as the “coarse reject.”
The first sample of each batch was screened to 200-mesh. If 90 percent did not pass, the sputtering
time was increased and then another test was performed.
The rejection was stored for the customer. All assay values were determined by Laboratoire Expert
using fire assay methodology with an atomic absorption spectroscopy finish. On samples found to
have assay values greater than 1.0 gpt gold a fire assay was repeated with a gravimetric finish.
Pulverized core and channel samples were analyzed for gold using a fire assay procedure and atomic
absorption finish spectroscopy on 30 grams subsamples. Samples grading more than 1.0 gpt gold
were re-assayed using a fire assay procedure and a gravimetric finish.
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10.2 Specific Gravity Data
Specific gravity was not measured as part of the routine core handling procedures. In March 2012, a
mineralogical study was completed by Unité de Recherche et de Service en Technologie Minérale
(URSTM) of Rouyn-Noranda on a composite core sample (4,700 kilograms) from the four boreholes
drilled through the Galloway gold deposit (Table 4). The sample is representative of the targeted
gold mineralization. From the composite sample, three lots of 12 samples, each weighing 0.5
kilograms were produced for analysis. The three lots were named GL-1, GL-2, and GL-3. These
were taken from Boreholes VHD-09-07, VHD-09-12, VHD-09-13, and VHD-09-21.
Specific gravity was measured by URSTM by pycnometry. The three samples yielded a specific
gravity of 2.78 (Table 5).
Table 4: Origin of Mineralogical Sample
Holes
VHD-09-07
VHD-09-12
VHD-09-13
VHD-09-21

Average Grade
(gpt gold)
0.409
0.572
0.638
0.389

Length
(m)
40.15
168.80
254.55
393.25

Table 5: Specific Gravity Determined by URSTM on Mineralogical Sample
Sample
GL-1
GL-2
GL-3

Flask with
Water (g)
369.42
340.26
369.54

Flask with
Pulp (g)
500.46
470.47
497.72

Mineral
Mass
204.6
203.3
200.4

Apparent
Density
2.78
2.78
2.78

10.3 Quality Assurance and Quality Control Programs
Quality control measures are typically set in place to ensure the reliability and trustworthiness of
exploration data. This includes written field procedures and independent verifications of aspects such
as drilling, surveying, sampling and assaying, data management, and database integrity. Appropriate
documentation of quality control measures and regular analysis of quality control data are important
as a safeguard for project data, and form the basis for the quality assurance program implemented
during exploration.
Analytical control measures typically involve internal and external laboratory control measures
implemented to monitor the precision and accuracy of the sampling, preparation, and assaying. They
are also important to prevent sample mix-up, and monitor the voluntary or inadvertent contamination
of samples. Assaying protocols typically involve the regular duplicate and replicate assays, and the
insertion of quality control samples to monitor the reliability of assaying results delivered by the
analytical laboratories. Check assaying is typically performed as an additional reliability test of
assaying results. This typically involves re-assaying a set number of sample rejects and pulps at a
secondary umpire laboratory.
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Vantex adopted rigorous analytical quality control procedures, including the random insertion of
control samples (certified reference material and blank samples) in sample batches every 25th
sample.
Certified reference materials were sourced from Rocklabs Ltd. (Rocklabs), New Zealand for the
sampling conducted between 2009 and 2011. The specifications of the control samples are listed in
Table 6.
Table 6: Specifications of Rocklabs Control Samples Used By Vantex Between 2009 and 2011
Standard
SE 29
SF 30
SG 31
SK 33
SH 35
SQ 36
SG 40
SE 58
HiSilK2
Au Blank 49

Expected
Value
(Au gpt)
0.597
0.832
0.996
4.041
1.323
30.04
0.976
0.607
3.474
< 0.002

Standard
Deviation
0.016
0.021
0.028
0.103
0.044
0.600
0.022
0.019
0.087
-

A total of 258 control samples were introduced in the batches of core samples submitted to
Laboratoire Expert between 2009 and 2011 (66 standards and 192 blanks). This represents
approximately 3.3 percent of the 8,001 samples submitted for assaying. In addition, a replicate assay
was performed on a second pulp split every 10th sample. Vantex did not use an umpire laboratory to
test the primary laboratory by using pulp duplicates.
Similarly, control samples were also inserted with the channel samples submitted for assaying and
replicate assays were performed. Laboratoire Expert conducted nine pulp replicate assays.

10.4 SRK Comments
SRK reviewed the field procedures and quality control measures used by Vantex. The analysis of the
analytical quality control data is presented in Section 11 below. In the opinion of SRK, Vantex
personnel used care in the collection and management of field and assaying exploration data.
The analytical quality control program developed by Vantex is appropriate for this exploration
project and was overseen by appropriately qualified geologists. In the opinion of SRK, the
exploration data from the Galloway gold project were acquired using adequate quality control
procedures that generally meet industry best practices for a resource delineation exploration
property. After review, SRK considers that the sampling approach used by Vantex did not introduce
a sampling bias.
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11 Data Verification
11.1 Verifications by Vantex
Vantex has implemented a series of routine verifications to ensure the collection of reliable
exploration data. All work was conducted by appropriately qualified personnel under the supervision
of qualified geologists. In the opinion of SRK, the field procedures meet industry best practices.
Upon review of the borehole data, SRK questioned the location of certain borehole collars. Vantex
conducted additional verifications to confirm the location of those boreholes.

11.2 Verifications by SRK
11.2.1 Site Visit
In accordance with National Instrument 43-101 guidelines, Dr. Jean-Francois Couture, P.Geo.,
(OGQ #1106, APGO #0197), visited the Galloway gold project on July 20, 2011. The purpose of the
site visit was to inspect the property, ascertain the geological setting of the Galloway project, and
witness the extent of the exploration work carried out on the property. SRK was given full access to
the project data.
During the visit, SRK visited available outcrop exposures around the GP area and inspected stripped
outcrops and abandoned drilling sites. The borehole collars were clearly marked by a metal rod
capping the casing left in place with a flag marking the borehole number. SRK verified the collar
positions of six Vantex boreholes (VHD-09-01, VHD-09-06, VHD-09-07, VHD-09-12, VHD-09-13,
and VHD-10-31) and one historical borehole (KHD-24) with a handheld GPS device. The locations
measured by SRK are consistent with those recorded in the borehole database.
While on site, SRK interviewed project personnel regarding the exploration strategy and field
procedures. SRK examined core from three boreholes (VHD-10-35, VHD-10-46, and VHD-10-47).
SRK collected five core samples for verification assaying. SRK collected the remaining half split
core to replicate five original Vantex sampling intervals in Boreholes VHD-10-35, VHD-10-46, and
VHD -10-47. The verification samples were sent by SRK to SGS Canada Inc., based in Toronto,
Ontario, for preparation and assaying. At SGS, the SRK samples were assayed for gold using a
standard fire assay procedure and for a suite of 32 elements using four-acid digestion followed by
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry. The SGS Toronto laboratory is accredited
under ISO/EIC Guideline 17025:2005 by the Standards Council of Canada for the procedures used to
prepare and assay the SRK samples. Assay certificates for SRK core samples are presented in
Appendix D.
The verification samples were solely taken to verify the presence of gold in the core from the GP
gold deposit. Such a small sample collection cannot be considered statistically representative for
assessing the gold grade of this deposit.
The comparison between the gold assay results of the SRK samples and the original Vantex results is
summarized in Table 7. The verification samples collected by SRK confirm that there is gold
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mineralization in the sampled borehole core. Except for one sample (SRK-01), the SRK results are
comparable to the Vantex results.
Table 7: Assay Results for SRK Verification Samples Collected by SRK
Borehole
Number
VHD-10-35
VHD-10-35
VHD-10-46
VHD-10-46
VHD-10-47
*

Vantex
SRK
Sample ID Sample ID
B19595
SRK-01
B19689
SRK-02
72639
SRK-03
72608
SRK-04
B20487
SRK-05

From

To

78.0
213.0
237.0
192.0
187.5

79.5
214.5
238.5
193.5
189.0

Gold Grade (ppb*)
Lab. Expert
SGS Difference
2,593
270
-89.59%
836 1,340
60.29%
308
430
39.61%
578
630
9.00%
1,014 1,250
23.27%

ppb = parts per billion

Assay results from the SRK samples also show that the gold mineralization is accompanied with
anomalous copper and molybdenum and is characterized by very low levels of silver, arsenic, nickel,
lead, and zinc (Table 8).
Table 8: Partial Assay Results for the SRK Verification Samples
Element*
Detection limit
Units
SRK-1
SRK-2
SRK-3
SRK-4
SRK-5
*

Ag
2
ppm
2
4
2
2
2

As
3
ppm
9
44
22
17
75

Cu
0.5
ppm
672
244
718
463
454

Mo
1
ppm
102
21
85
44
37

Ni
1
ppm
23
22
21
24
26

Pb
2
ppm
8
19
10
9
12

Zn
1
ppm
42
89
36
47
48

Assayed by SGS Canada Inc. using a four-acid digestion followed by Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic
Emission Spectrometry (method code: ICP40B). Full assay results in Appendix D.

11.2.2 Verifications of Analytical Quality Control Data
Laboratoire Expert transferred to SRK the original assay certificates submitted to Vantex for the
Galloway gold project. From these original certificates, SRK extracted the assay results for the
external control samples inserted by Vantex for further analysis. Vantex also made available to SRK
external analytical quality control data in the form of MS Excel spreadsheets, aggregating the assay
results for the quality control samples.
As part of the verification of the assaying data, SRK compared gold assay values in the digital
borehole database (450 samples, representing 5.6 percent of the database) against values in the
original assay certificate. No discrepancies were found. SRK also compared assay results for the 116
channel samples against values in the original assay certificates. Only one transcription error was
found and corrected (database value of 4.2 gpt gold corrected to 0.42 gpt gold).
Assay results for sample blanks and certified reference materials were summarized on time series
plots to highlight the performance of the control samples. Paired data (pulp replicate data) were
analyzed using bias charts, quantile-quantile, and relative precision plots.
The assay results for the analytical quality control samples produced for the GP gold deposit are
summarized in Table 9. Analytical quality control data are summarized in graphical format in
Appendix D.
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Table 9: Summary of Analytical Quality Control Data Produced By Vantex on the Galloway
Gold Project
Sample Count
Blanks
Control Samples
SE 29
SF 30
SG 31
SH 35
HiSilK2
OXI 54
SQ 36
SE 58
SG 40
Pulp Replicates
High Grade Checks
Total QC Samples

Core
8,001
192
66
14
18
16
13
2
1
1

699
483
1,448

(%) Channel
116
2.46
5
0.86
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
8.74
9
6.04
15
18.10
34

(%)
4.31
4.31

Total
8,117
202
74

(%) Comment
2.49
0.91
Rocklabs (0.597 gpt)
Rocklabs (0.832 gpt)
Rocklabs (0.996 gpt)
Rocklabs (1.323 gpt)
Rocklabs (3.474 gpt)
Rocklabs (4.141 gpt)
Rocklabs (30.04 gpt)
Rocklabs (0.607 gpt)
Rocklabs (0.976 gpt)

7.76
12.93
29.31

708
498
1,482

8.72
6.14
18.26

In general, the performance of the control samples inserted with samples submitted for assaying is
acceptable. The 2009 to 2011 field blanks are generally at or below the detection limit of 5 ppb gold
with only one exception—a possible mislabelled sample.
It is difficult to analyze retrospectively analytical quality control data. All five of the blanks inserted
into the channel sample assay suite returned detection limit values, whereas the five standards
inserted returned values within two-standard deviations. Review of analytical quality control samples
inserted with the core samples reveals a number of spikes. A portion of the outliers in the control
sample data may be mislabelled. However, several control samples fall outside two and three
standard deviations limits with no apparent bias.
Paired assay data examined by SRK suggest that gold assays can be reasonably reproduced by
Laboratorie Expert from the same sample pulp. Rank half absolute difference (HARD) plots suggest
that over 97 percent of the pulp duplicate sample pairs have HARD below 10 percent. This is
excellent. Quantile-quantile plots also show no apparent bias between the original and the replicate
assay.
The analytical data reviewed by SRK suggest that Laboratoire Expert delivered reliable assay results
that do not show evidence of bias. SRK, therefore, concludes that analytical results delivered by
Labortatoire Expert are sufficiently reliable for the purpose of mineral resource estimation.
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12 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing
Vantex contracted URSTM of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec to conduct preliminary mineralogical studies
and leaching tests on samples from the Galloway property. The URSTM laboratory is not accredited
under recognized accreditation systems for conducting mineralogical, chemical, and metallurgical
testing. The following paragraphs are summarized from a report prepared by URSTM and dated
March 2012.
The testing material was a composite core sample (4.70 kilograms) taken from the remaining half
core of four boreholes drilled by Vantex (VHD-09-07, VHD-09-12, VHD-09-13, and VHD-09-21;
Table 4). The sample is representative of the Galloway gold mineralization. From the composite
sample, three lots of 12 samples, each 0.5 kilogram in weigh, were produced for testing. The three
lots were named GL-1, GL-2, and GL-3.
The main objective of this work was to determine the grain size, reaction agents and time required
for optimal gold recovery using the cyanidation method. Several tests using different grain sizes,
concentration methods (gravimetric and Knelson) and cyanidation time were performed during this
study. The average grade of all the gold mineralization material used for the testwork was 0.50 gpt
gold, which is representative of the gold mineralization for the GP gold deposit. The main findings
of the report are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gold recovery by direct cyanidation ranged between 85 and 92 percent for grain sizes
ranging from 105 to 34 microns, for a period of 24 hours;
Grain size has an influence on gold recovery. Additional testing is required for selection of
optimal grind size;
Maximum gold recovery would occur after 48 hours;
Reagents consumption is in a reasonable range: 0.2 kilograms sodium cyanide per tonne and
1.2 kilograms calcium hydroxide per tonne;
The GP gold mineralization is considered hard with a grindability index estimated at 17.1
kilowatts-hour per tonne; and
The GP gold mineralization is not expected to produce acid mine drainage.
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13 Mineral Resource Estimates
13.1 Introduction
The Mineral Resource Statement presented herein represents the first mineral resource evaluation
prepared for the Gaolloway gold project in accordance with the Canadian Securities Administrators’
National Instrument 43-101.
The mineral resource model prepared by SRK considers 116 channel samples and 69 core boreholes.
The resource modelling work was completed by Sébastien Bernier, P.Geo. (OGQ#1034 and
APGO#1847), and Chris MacInnis, P.Geo. Limited (APGO#2059), under the supervision of Glen
Cole, P.Geo. (APGO#1416). Mms. Bernier, MacInnis, and Cole are independent Qualified Persons
as this term is defined in National Instrument 43-101.
This section describes the resource estimation methodology and summarizes the key assumptions
considered by SRK. In the opinion of SRK, the resource evaluation reported herein is a reasonable
representation of the global gold mineralization found in the GP gold deposit at the current level of
sampling. The mineral resources have been estimated in conformity with generally accepted CIM
Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines (November 2003)
and are reported in accordance with National Instrument 43-101. Mineral resources are not mineral
reserves and do not have a demonstrated economic viability. There is no certainty that all or any part
of the mineral resource will be converted into mineral reserve.
The database used to estimate the mineral resources was audited by SRK. SRK is of the opinion that
the current drilling information is sufficiently reliable to model the distribution of the gold
mineralization, and that the assay data are sufficiently reliable to support mineral resource
estimation.
CAE Studio 3 was used to construct a geological model, prepare assay data for geostatistical analysis
and variography, construct the block model, estimate metal grades, and tabulate mineral resources.

13.2 Mineral Resource Estimation Methodology
The Galloway exploration database up to December 2011 comprises of 69 core boreholes (12,827
metres), 52 of which were drilled by Vantex in 2009 and 2010. The assay database also includes 116
surface samples collected by channel sampling in 2011. The historical boreholes have not been
sampled continuously, and the core is not available for resampling. These boreholes were considered
to guide the geological modelling, but were not used for resource estimation.
SRK received the borehole and channel sampling data in a CSV file for import into Datamine Studio
3 and performed the following validation steps:
•
•

Checked minimum and maximum values for each quality value field and confirmed/edited
those outside of expected ranges; and
Checked for gaps, overlaps, and out of sequence intervals in the assays tables.
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Dr. Jean-Francois Couture, P.Geo., from SRK visited the Galloway gold project on July 20, 2011.
During the site visit, SRK witnessed the extent of the surface exploration work completed by Vantex
on the project, visited stripped outcrops, and reviewed core from three core boreholes drilled by
Vantex in 2010 (VHD-10-35, 46, and 47). SRK also collected five core samples for independent
verification assaying. SRK is satisfied that the exploration work carried out by Vantex has been
conducted in a manner consistent with industry best practices and that; therefore, the exploration
drilling data are sufficiently reliable for the purpose of supporting a mineral resource evaluation.
The exploration database also includes a topographic surface created by First Base Solutions from
Markham (Ontario). The profile was provided to SRK as a DWG file.

13.3 Mineralized Domain and Geological Modelling
The gold mineralization at the Galloway gold project is associated with disseminated sulphides
(pyrite, chalcopyrite, and molybdenite) and minor veining in strongly altered rocks. The gold
mineralization is hosted in Archean volcaniclastic rocks and minor felsic dikes. It is bounded to the
south by Proterozoic sedimentary rocks of the Cobalt Group and to the north by Archean mafic
volcanic rocks. Both contacts are interpreted as faults.
Other than the abundance of sulphide, the intensity of the hydrothermal alteration and the presence
of narrow quartz veins, the gold mineralization cannot be visually distinguished from barren rock
and the boundaries of the gold mineralization are primarily defined by grade. The gold
mineralization is associated with distinct molybdenum and copper mineralization; however,
molybdenum and copper grades are erratic and, therefore, cannot be modelled at the present drilling
spacing.
Vantex provided a geological interpretation on vertical sections showing the relationship between
metals grades, lithology, and alteration. This interpretation is consistent with what SRK examined
during the site visit. Upon review of the project data, and given the broadly disseminated nature of
the gold mineralization, SRK concludes that it is not required to constrain the gold mineralization for
mineral resource estimation. Two bounding surfaces were modelled to delimit the area of gold
mineralization to the south and north (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Vertical Section Looking East Showing the Informing Boreholes and the Two
Faults Bounding the Auriferous Volcaniclastic Rock to the North and South (Northing
617,850)

13.4 Specific Gravity Database
Specific gravity was measured by Unité de Recherche et de Service en Technologie Minérale
(URSTM) of Rouyn-Noranda, Quebec as part of a preliminary metallurgical testing and
mineralogical study. This testing was based on a total mass of approximately 4,700 kilograms
collected from remaining core from Boreholes VDH-09-07, VDH-09-12, VDH-09-13, and VDH-0921. The three samples tested by URSTM had a specific gravity of 2.78. This average was used by
SRK to convert volumes into tonnages.

13.5 Compositing and Capping
Borehole gold assay data were extracted and examined to determine an appropriate composite
length. A modal composite length of 1.5 metres was applied to all the data. Channel samples were
taken at nominal 1.5-metre intervals. The channel samples were consequently not composited. The
impact of gold outliers was examined on composited data using log probability plots and cumulative
statistics separately for the drilling data and for the channel sampling data. Basic statistics for gold
are summarized in Table 10.
Basic statistics, histograms and cumulative probability plots to support these tables are provided in
Figure 12 and Figure 13.
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Table 10: Basic Statistics
Element Source

Sample
Minimum Maximum
Count

Raw Samples
Au (gpt) Drilling
6,859
Au (gpt) Channel
116
Composites
Au (gpt) Drilling
6,360
Au (gpt) Channel
116
Capped Composites
Au (gpt) Drilling
6,360
Au (gpt) Channel
116

Mean

Standard Coefficient
Deviation of Variation

0.03

20.43
6.36

0.38
0.64

0.58
0.77

1.51
1.21

0.03

16.86
6.36

0.38
0.64

0.51
0.77

1.32
1.21

0.03

4.70
1.40

0.38
0.54

0.44
0.34

1.17
0.62

Number
Capped

8
8

Figure 12: Basic Statistics of the Channel Sampling Assay Data
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Figure 13: Basic Statistics of the Drilling Assay Data
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13.6 Block Model Definition
Criteria used in the selection of block size included the borehole spacing, composite assay length, as
well as the geometry of the modelled zones. Block size was set at 5-metre cubes. Subcells were used,
allowing a resolution down to 0.5-metre cubes. The block model was not rotated. The characteristics
of the block model are summarized in Table 11.
Table 11: Galloway Gold Project Block Model Specifications
Axis
X
Y
Z
*

Block Size
(m)
5
5
5

Origin*
617,590
5,338,534
-205

Number of
Cells
88
151
109

Local UTM grid (Nad83 datum, Zone 17)

13.7 Variography and Grade Interpolation
Variogram models were generated in CAE Studio 3 using capped composite gold data for the entire
data set (core and channel samples) that was bounded by the south and north faults and transformed
to normal score Gaussian space. Principal directions were initially determined by the orientation of
the data. The stability of the variograms was evaluated by varying the direction specification and
comparing the resulting experimental variograms. Table 12 summarizes the modelled gold
variograms. Gold grades were estimated using ordinary kriging informed by capped composite data.
Three estimation passes were used to inform model blocks, each using increasing search
neighbourhoods sized from variography results. The search parameters are summarized in Table 13.
Table 12: Gold Variogram Parameters for the Galloway Gold Project
Variable Structure Contribution Model

Gold
1

C0
C1
C2
C2

0.15 Nugget
0.19
Sph
0.28
Sph
0.38
Sph

R1x R1y R1z Angle1 Angle1 Angle1
(m) (m) (m)
X
Y
Z
55
0
60
10 15 22
55
0
60
45 35 48
55
0
60
100 290 165
55
0
60

The rotation angles are shown in CAE Studio 3 convention.

Table 13: Summary of Estimation Search Parameters for Gold
Parameter
1st Pass
2nd Pass
3rd Pass
Element Estimated
Au
Au
Au
Interpolation Method
Ordinary Kriging Ordinary Kriging Ordinary Kriging
Search Range X
55
110
220
Search Range Y
160
320
640
Search Range Z
90
180
360
Minimum Number of Composites
9
9
5
Maximum Number of Composites
16
24
24
Octant Search
Yes
Yes
Yes
Minimum Number of Octant
3
3
3
Minimum Number of Composites per Octant
3
3
3
Maximum Number of Composites per Octant
12
12
12
Maximum Number of Composites per Borehole
4
4
4
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13.8 Block Model Validation
The block model was validated through:
•
•

•

Comparison of ordinary kriging estimates with nearest neighbour and inverse distance
estimates;
Comparison of the basic statistics of ordinary kriging estimates with de-clustered mean
informing capped composite data and with the original source data. The graphical outputs of
this comparison is provided in Figure 14; and
Visual comparison of original borehole data with resource blocks data (on plan and section).

Figure 14: Block Model Validation
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13.9 Mineral Resource Classification
Block model quantities and grade estimates for the Galloway gold project were classified according
to the CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (November 2011) by
Sébastien Bernier, P.Geo., (OGQ#1034 and APGO#1847).
Mineral resource classification is typically a subjective concept, and industry best practices suggest
that resource classification should consider the confidence in the geological continuity of the
mineralized structures, the quality and quantity of exploration data supporting the estimates, and the
geostatistical confidence in the tonnage and grade estimates. Appropriate classification criteria
should aim at integrating these concepts to delineate regular areas at similar resource classification.
SRK is satisfied that the geological model for the Galloway gold project honours the current
geological information and knowledge. The location of the samples and the assay data are
sufficiently reliable to support resource evaluation and do not present a risk that should be taken into
consideration for resource classification. The mineral resource model is informed from core
boreholes drilled on sections spaced at 25 metres apart and surface trenches. The geological
information is sufficiently dense to demonstrate that the gold mineralization is broadly disseminated
in the rock mass and adequately delineated by the contact with Proterozoic rocks to the south and a
shear zone to the north.
Generally, for mineralization exhibiting good geological continuity investigated at an adequate
spacing with reliable sampling information that is accurately located, SRK considers that the blocks
estimated during the first estimation run, which considers full variogram ranges informed by at least
four boreholes, can be classified in the Indicated category within the meaning of the CIM Definition
Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves. For these blocks, SRK considers that the
level of confidence is sufficient to allow appropriate application of technical and economic
parameters to support mine planning and to allow the evaluation of the economic viability of the
deposit. Conversely, blocks estimated during the second estimation pass, which considers search
neighbourhoods set at twice the variogram ranges, should be classified in the Inferred category
because the confidence in the estimates is insufficient to allow for the meaningful application of
technical and economic parameters or to enable the evaluation of economic viability.

13.10 Preparation of a Mineral Resource Statement
CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (November 2010) defines a
mineral resource as:
“[A] concentration or occurrence of diamonds, natural solid inorganic material, or natural
solid fossilized organic material including base and precious metals, coal, and industrial
minerals in or on the Earth’s crust in such form and quantity and of such a grade or quality
that it has reasonable prospects for economic extraction. The location, quantity, grade,
geological characteristics and continuity of a Mineral Resource are known, estimated or
interpreted from specific geological evidence and knowledge.”
The “reasonable prospects for economic extraction” requirement generally implies that the quantity
and grade estimates meet certain economic thresholds and that the mineral resources are reported at
an appropriate cut-off grade, taking into account extraction scenarios and processing recoveries.
SRK considers that the gold mineralization at the Galloway gold project is amenable to open pit
extraction.
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In order to determine the quantities of material offering “reasonable prospects for eventual economic
extraction” by an open pit, the Lerchs-Grossman optimizing algorithm was used to evaluate the
profitability of each resource block based on its value. The conceptual pit optimization considered
parameters selected by SRK on the basis of similar projects (Table 14). The modelled gold
mineralization extends outside the property boundaries to the east. No boundary constraints were
applied for the optimization.
Table 14: Assumptions Considered for Conceptual Open Pit Optimization
Parameter
Pit Slope Angle (°)
Mining Cost (US$/tonne)
Process Cost (US$/tonne milled)
G&A costs (US$/tonne milled)
Gold Recovery (%)
Mining Recovery / Mining Dilution (%)
Gold Price (US$/oz)
Selling Cost (US$/oz)
Mining Rate (tonne per day)
Revenue Factor

Value
48
2.00
$8.50
2.00
95
95 / 5
$1,400
$8.00
15,000
1

The pit optimization results are used solely for the purpose of testing the “reasonable prospects for
economic extraction,” and do not represent an attempt to estimate mineral reserves. There are no
mineral reserves at the Galloway gold project. The optimization results are used to assist with the
preparation of a Mineral Resource Statement and to select an appropriate reporting cut-off grade.
SRK considers that the gold mineralization located within the conceptual open pit shell above a cutoff grade of 0.21 gpt gold and within the property boundaries satisfies the definition of a mineral
resource and thus can be reported as a mineral resource. Blocks located outside the conceptual pit
envelope do not meet the “reasonable prospects for economic extraction,” and, therefore, cannot be
reported as a mineral resource. SRK notes that approximately 10,000 ounces of gold (4,000
Indicated ounces and 6,000 Inferred ounces) inside the pit shell are located outside the limits of the
Galloway property. Those ounces cannot be reported in the mineral resource statement because
Vantex has no rights on this gold mineralization.
The Mineral Resource Statement for the Galloway gold project is presented in Table 15 and shown
in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
Table 15: Mineral Resources Statement*, Galloway Gold Project, Québec, Canada,
SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc., August 1, 2012
Resource
Category
Indicated
Inferred
*

Quantity
(000 t)
18,140
2,510

Grade
Au (gpt)
0.41
0.39

Contained Au
(ounces)
240,000
32,000

Reported at a cut-off grade of 0.21 grams per tonne gold inside conceptual pit shells
optimized using a gold price of US$1,400 per ounce, metallurgical recovery of 95
percent, 5 percent mining dilution, mining cost of US$2.00 per tonne mined, processing
cost of US$8.50 per tonne milled, G&A costs of US$2.00 per tonne milled, selling cost
of US$8.00 per ounce, exchange rate of C$1.00 equal US$1.00, overall pit slope of 48
degrees, and a production rate of 15,000 tonnes per day. All figures are rounded to
reflect the relative accuracy of the estimates. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves
and do not have a demonstrated economic viability.
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Figure 15: Vertical Section Looking East Showing the Informing Boreholes, the Modelled
Resource Blocks Above 0.21 gpt Gold Inside the Conceptual Pit Shell (Northing 617,850)

Figure 16: Vertical Section Looking East Showing the Classified Modelled Resource Blocks in
Relation to the Conceptual Pit Shell (Northing 617,850)
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13.11 Sensitivity Analyses
Mineral resources are sensitive to the selection of a reporting cut-off grade. To illustrate this
sensitivity, resource model quantities and grade estimates inside the conceptual pit envelope are
presented in Table 16 at different cut-off grades. The reader is cautioned that the figures presented in
the table should not be misconstrued with a Mineral Resource Statement.
The figures are only presented to show the sensitivity of the block model estimates to the selection of
a cut-off grade. Figure 17 presents this sensitivity as a grade tonnage curve.
Table 16: Global Quantities and Grade Estimates* within the Conceptual Pit Shell and Claim
Boundaries
Cut-Off
(Au (gpt))
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
*

Tonnage
20,273,413
18,653,587
13,549,498
7,801,333
3,980,682
1,979,851
1,005,495
536,425
312,974
184,363

Indicated
Au Contained
(gpt)
Ounces
0.39
254,204
0.41
245,888
0.47
204,744
0.55
137,950
0.65
83,188
0.76
48,377
0.88
28,448
1.00
17,246
1.11
11,169
1.22
7,231

Tonnage
3,471,209
2,797,275
1,848,051
1,048,687
526,460
243,787
125,630
66,619
32,058
17,200

Inferred
Au
(gpt)
0.34
0.39
0.46
0.54
0.64
0.75
0.85
0.95
1.06
1.16

Contained
Ounces
37,945
35,074
27,331
18,207
10,833
5,878
3,433
2,035
1,093
641

The reader is cautioned that the figures presented in this table should not be misconstrued as a Mineral
Resource Statement. The reported quantities and grades are only presented as a sensitivity of the deposit
model to the selection of cut-off grade.

Figure 17: Grade Tonnage Curve for Resources Within Conceptual Pit Shell and Claim
Boundaries
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13.12 Previous Mineral Resource Estimates
This is the first mineral resource evaluation prepared for the Galloway gold project.
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14 Adjacent Properties
There are no immediately adjacent properties to the Galloway property.

15 Other Relevant Data and Information
There is no other relevant data available about the Galloway project.
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16 Interpretation and Conclusions
Vantex’s exploration team used procedures generally consistent with industry best practices to
acquire, manage, and interpret exploration data for the Galloway gold project. The exploration data
are sufficiently reliable and the controls on the distribution of the gold mineralization are sufficiently
well understood to support mineral resource evaluation.
Surface sampling and drilling information show that the main gold mineralization is disseminated in
the rock mass over wide areas, rather than being constrained by specific geological features. The
auriferous mineralization is bounded to the north and south by two faults that were modelled from
drilling data to constrain resource estimation.
SRK used ordinary kriging to assign a gold grade to each cell of a block model defined to encompass
all areas of gold mineralization. The resultant block estimates were validated by visual comparison
with informing data, and by comparing block estimates to informing composites and with other
estimators. The mineral resources have been estimated in conformity with generally accepted CIM
Estimation of Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves Best Practices Guidelines (November 2003).
The block model was classified according to the CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources
and Mineral Reserves (November 2010). Classification was a two-stage process, an initial automated
stage followed by a manual smoothing stage to ensure that regular areas were assigned the same
resource classification. Classification criteria included confidence in the geological interpretation,
variography results, search ellipse volume, number of samples informing blocks, and number of
informing boreholes.
SRK considers that the gold mineralization at the Galloway gold project is amenable to open pit
extraction. SRK used a pit optimizer to determine those portions of the modelled mineralization that
showed “reasonable prospects for economic extraction” by an open pit. Analysis of the optimization
results suggests that it is appropriate to report the mineral resources at a cut-off grade of 0.21 gpt
gold. The Mineral Resource Statement prepared by SRK includes all modelled blocks above the cutoff grade and located within the conceptual pit envelope optimized considering all model blocks
irrespective of their categorization. Blocks located outside the conceptual pit envelopes and outside
the property boundaries were not categorized.
The Mineral Resource Statement prepared by SRK reflects the current knowledge about the
distribution of the gold mineralization and the associated grade trends. Mineralization within the GP
gold deposit remains open to the northeast and southwest and a depth. Step-out drilling targeting this
trend may present an opportunity to increase the mineral resource.
The geological setting and character of the gold mineralization delineated to date on the Galloway
gold project are of sufficient merit to justify additional exploration expenditures.
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17 Recommendations
The geological setting and character of the gold mineralization delineated to date on the Galloway
gold project are of sufficient merit to justify additional exploration expenditures.
The proposed work program for the GP area includes exploration drilling and geological studies:
•
•

Step-out core drilling to expand the mineral resources; and
Geological studies aimed at improving the understanding of the geological and structural
setting of the deposit and the controls on the distribution of gold mineralization.

In the GP area, the gold mineralization extends slightly outside the current claim boundaries. The
southeast wall of the conceptual pit shell used to constrain the mineral resources encroaches on
adjacent ground. Vantex should consider acquiring the rights immediately to the east of the GP area
in order to protect the entire zone of gold mineralization and any potential maximum extent of any
future open pit.
In addition, exploration work completed by Vantex in other parts of the Galloway gold project
yielded interesting results, particularly at the Moriss and Hendrick targets where interesting gold
mineralization was intersected. Additional core drilling is required to define the extent of the gold
mineralization at these locations and confirm its lateral continuity to support mineral resource
evaluation.
The exploration work by Vantex is conducted in a manner that generally meets industry best
practices. Certain aspects of the exploration procedures can be improved. SRK recommends that
Vantex also considers:
•
•
•
•
•

Documenting the exploration field procedures in a manual describing all aspects of the data
collection, handling, and storage process;
Reviewing and improving the analytical quality control data. Analytical quality control data
should be monitored as received from the assay laboratory, analyzed, and documented;
Using a commercial project database incorporating appropriate security and validation
protocols;
Conducting check assaying at a ISO accredited umpire laboratory to validate assay results
delivered by the unaccredited primary laboratories used by Vantex; and
Incorporating measurement of specific gravity in routine field or assay procedures. Specific
gravity can be measured in the field by exploration staff using a water immersion procedure,
or the measurement can be requested from the assay laboratory, which can use either a water
immersion methodology or pycnometry.

SRK considers that additional core drilling is warranted specifically to test:
•
•

The northeast and southwest extensions of the GP gold mineralization to expand the mineral
resources; and
Additional in-fill and step-out drilling at the Moriss and Hendrix zones with the objective of
demonstrating the continuity of the gold mineralization to support mineral resource
evaluation.
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SRK also recommends that Vantex considers undertaking structural geology investigations to study
the gold mineralization and its relative timing relationships with other geological features of the area.
These studies should aim at increasing the understanding of the geological and structural controls on
the distribution of the gold mineralization.
The total cost of the recommended work program is estimated at C$1,530,000 as detailed in Table
17.
Table 17: Estimated Cost for the Exploration Program Proposed by SRK Consulting (Canada)
Inc. for the Galloway Gold Project
Total Cost
(C$)

Description
Exploration Drilling
Delineation core drilling GP Zone (5,000 metres)
Delineation core drilling Hendrick and Moriss zones (3,000 metres)
Validation core drilling (2,000 metres)
Core drilling: Other targets (2,000 metres)
Subtotal Exploration Drilling
Geological Studies
Structural geology investigations
Mineral resource estimation and technical report
Subtotal Geological Studies
Subtotal
Contingency (10%)
Total

500,000
300,000
200,000
200,000
1,200,000
100,000
100,000
200,000
1,400,000
130,000
1,530,000

There is insufficient information at this stage to assess the extent to which the mineral resources may
be affected by environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-economic, marketing, or other
relevant factors. SRK is unaware of any significant factors or risks that may affect access, title, or the
right or ability to perform the recommended work program for the Galloway gold project.
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APPENDIX A
Langlois Kronstr m Desjardins. L.L.P. Comfort Letter
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APPENDIX B
Land Title and Tenure Information
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Claim

Claim

Title

Status Registration

Group

Type

No.

Date

Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Baie Renault
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Cadillac
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Francoeur
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Hurd
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord

CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CM
CM
CM
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CLD
CLD
CLD
CLD
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL

3831611
3845861
3992331
3992332
4014313
4014314
2274349
2274350
2274351
2274352
1033265
1033266
1033267
1033268
1033269
1033270
1033271
1033272
1033273
1033274
3801951
3817581
3817582
3817583
3857602
3857603
3910891
3910892
3910893
3910894
4514381
4572711
4572741
4587381
5116794
5116795
83
84
82
2274668
2274669
2274670
2274671
2276277
2276278
3830161
3830162
3830163
3831881
3831882
3910881
3910882
3910883
P158010
P158020
P158030
P158040
4093741
4093742
4093751
4093752
4093761
4093762
4093791
4093792
4185741
4185742
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Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

06/11/1979
06/11/1979
06/04/1981
06/04/1981
30/04/1982
30/04/1982
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
02/11/2001
04/04/1979
28/06/1979
28/06/1979
28/06/1979
09/05/1980
09/05/1980
22/08/1980
22/08/1980
22/08/1980
22/08/1980
11/06/1987
11/06/1987
11/06/1987
11/06/1987
27/10/1994
27/10/1994
14/10/1914
14/10/1914
20/10/1914
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
04/03/2011
21/03/2011
21/03/2011
22/10/1979
22/10/1979
22/10/1979
06/11/1979
06/11/1979
22/08/1980
22/08/1980
22/08/1980
24/10/1980
24/10/1980
24/10/1980
24/10/1980
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1982
14/10/1983
14/10/1983
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Expiry

Area

Date

(Ha)

20/10/2013
20/10/2013
17/03/2013
17/03/2013
13/04/2013
13/04/2013
01/12/2014
01/12/2014
01/12/2014
01/12/2014
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
01/11/2013
28/03/2013
11/06/2013
11/06/2013
11/06/2013
22/04/2013
22/04/2013
05/08/2013
05/08/2013
05/08/2013
05/08/2013
05/05/2013
04/05/2013
05/05/2013
05/05/2013
26/10/2014
26/10/2014

15/05/2013
15/05/2013
15/05/2013
15/05/2013
05/05/2013
05/05/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
20/10/2013
20/10/2013
05/08/2013
05/08/2013
05/08/2013
23/10/2013
23/10/2013
23/10/2013
23/10/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
24/09/2013
24/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013

16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
37.37
43.56
12.99
0.01
42.48
42.49
42.48
42.50
42.50
42.52
34.66
34.67
34.68
34.37
20.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
40.00
16.00
35.20
35.20
16.00
1.00
72.84
30.76
76.89
28.63
6.22
18.27
4.11
15.15
6.94
21.00
16.00
16.00
40.00
40.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
14.40
11.20
40.40
30.00
28.00
39.00
30.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
34.00
16.00
16.00

Assessment Work and Fees
Excess
Required
Fees
(C$)
(C$)
(C$)
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
8,036.01
2,500.00
53.00
44,786.59
2,500.00
53.00
5,226.60
1,000.00
27.00
4.02
1,000.00
27.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
436.60
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
2,501.32
53.00
543.42
27.00
1,596.19
27.00
359.07
27.00
1,261,463.65
914.85
27.00
241,995.98
419.08
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
287.33
1,000.00
27.00
0.43
1,000.00
27.00
649.10
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
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Claim

Title

Status Registration

Group

Type

No.

Date

Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Ogima Nord
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Perron
Sandborn
Sandborn
Sandborn
Sandborn
Sandborn
Sandborn
Total

CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CL
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CL
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC
CDC

4185743
4185751
4185752
4187901
4187902
5068132
5109482
5109483
5109484
1130516
1130517
1130518
1130519
1130520
1130521
1130522
1130523
1130524
1130525
1130527
1130528
1130529
1130595
1130596
1130597
1130598
2276273
2276274
2276275
2276276
2279123
5104791
1051750
1051751
1051752*
1051753*
1051754*

CM / vp – sbb – ab – sk – gc – jfc

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

14/10/1983
14/10/1983
14/10/1983
17/11/1983
17/11/1983
13/08/1990
21/08/1993
21/08/1993
21/08/1993
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
14/07/2004
15/07/2004
15/07/2004
15/07/2004
15/07/2004
21/03/2011
21/03/2011
21/03/2011
21/03/2011
22/03/2011
01/11/1993
16/02/2002
16/02/2002
16/02/2002
16/02/2002
16/02/2002
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Expiry

Area

Date

(Ha)

27/09/2013
27/09/2013
27/09/2013
31/10/2014
31/10/2014
12/08/2014
20/08/2013
20/08/2013
20/08/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
01/05/2013
01/05/2013
01/05/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
29/04/2013
05/05/2013
05/05/2013
05/05/2013
05/05/2013
21/03/2013
31/10/2013
15/02/2014
15/02/2014
15/02/2014
15/02/2014
15/02/2014

16.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
13.20
16.00
16.00
13.00
4.93
2.06
5.31
2.24
3.68
7.76
3.52
8.51
18.87
9.03
42.06
1.19
0.16
30.31
48.94
31.88
14.32
39.46
24.49
11.34
1.98
57.42
34.00
42.50
42.45
42.49
42.50
39.74
2,573.83

Assessment Work and Fees
Excess
Required
Fees
(C$)
(C$)
(C$)
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
1,000.00
27.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,000.00
27.00
354,802.98
2,382.86
53.00
81,198.53
1,478.87
27.00
7,428.08
684.78
27.00
91,828.54
119.56
27.00
1,200.00
53.00
2,500.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
1,800.00
53.00
2,098,144.44
151,805.00
3,845.00
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APPENDIX C
Certificate of Analysis for
SRK Verification Samples
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APPENDIX D
Analytical Quality Control Data and
Relative Precision Charts
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Time series plots for Field Blanks and Standards assayed by Laboratoire Expert on Galloway
samples between 2009 and 2011.
Statistics

Project
Data Series
Data Type
Commodity
Laboratory
Analytical Method
Detection Limit

Galloway Property
Vantex Drill Program 2009 - 2011
DDH Samples
Au in gpt
Laboratoire Expert
Fire assay - AAS Finish
0.005 gpt Au

BLK

Sam ple Count

SE 29 SF 30 SG 31 SH 35

192

16

13

Expected Value

-

0.597 0.832 0.996

1

Standard Deviation

-

0.016 0.021 0.028

0

0.004

0.595 0.851 0.965

1

Mean

14

18

Outside 2StdDev

-

7.1%

Below 2StdDev

-

1

0

2

2

Above 2StdDev

-

0

1

0

2

5.6% 12.5% 30.8%

Field Blanks
(Laboratoire Expert; 2009-2011 DDH Samples)
0.3

N = 192

Gold Assay (gpt)

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
5525 5925 6350 6750 19000 19425 20025 20425 20850 48750 49200 69125 69650 72800 88525 89625

Samples (Time Series)

Time Series for Rocklabs Reference Material SE 29
(Laboratoire Expert Inc.; 2009-2011 DDH Samples)

Time Series for Rocklabs Reference Material SF 30
(Laboratoire Expert Inc.; 2009-2011 DDH Samples)

0.75

1.10
SE 29

N = 14
0.70

Expected Value

1.05

+2StdDev

+2StdDev

-2StdDev

-2StdDev

1.00

Gold Assay (gpt)

Gold Assay (gpt)

SF 30

N = 18

Expected Value

0.65

0.60

0.55

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80

0.50
0.75
0.45
5775

0.70
5975

10975 19075 19275 19475 19675 20075 20275 20475 20675 20875 89375 89675 89875

6775

18975

49075

69075

69775

72875

Samples (Time Series)

Time Series for Rocklabs Reference Material SG 31
(Laboratoire Expert Inc.; 2009-2011 DDH Samples)

Time Series for Rocklabs Reference Material SH 35
(Laboratoire Expert Inc.; 2009-2011 DDH Samples)

1.40
1.30

6475

Samples (Time Series)

81475

2.6
SH 35

SG 31

N = 16

2.4

Expected Value

N = 13

Expected Value
+2StdDev

+2StdDev

1.20

-2StdDev

2.2

Gold Assay (gpt)

Gold Assay (gpt)

-2StdDev

1.10
1.00
0.90

2.0
1.8
1.6

0.80

1.4

0.70

1.2

0.60
6275

6675

48675

48975

49475

69675

Samples (Time Series)

CM / vp – sbb – ab – sk – gc – jfc

72775

81375

1.0
10875 19175 19375 19575 19775 20175 20375 20575 20775 20975 89475 89775 89975

Samples (Time Series)
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Bias Charts and Precision Plots for lab-aware pulp duplicates assayed by Laboratoire Expert between
2009 and 2011.

Vantex - Galloway
2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples
DDH Samples
Au in gpt
Fire Assay
0.005 gpt
Laboratoire Expert First Assay
Laboratoire Expert Duplicate Assay

100%

N = 699 pairs
0.8

N = 699 pairs

90%

Au assay

80%

y = 0.9898x
R² = 0.9699

70%

0.6

0.4

0.4

50%
40%

+10%

20%

-10%

10%

0.0
0.2

60%

30%

2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples

0.2

0.0

0.6

0.8

0%

1.0

0%

Laboratoire Expert First Assay (Au gpt)

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mean versus Half Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

0.20

100%

N = 699 pairs

80%

N = 699 pairs

Au assay

60%

0.15
y = 0.9898x
R² = 0.9699

40%

HRD (%)

Laboratoire Expert Duplicate Assay (Au gpt)

10%

Rank

Bias Chart Check Assay Pairs (0- 200 ppb Au)
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

0.10

0.05

-60%

+10%
-10%

0.05

0.10

0%
-20%
-40%

2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples

0.00
0.00

20%

-80%

0.15

0.20

-100%
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Individual Mean (Au gpt)

Laboratoire Expert First Assay (Au gpt)
Q-Q Plot Check Assay Pairs
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

Mean versus Half Absolute Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

1

100%

N = 699 pairs

Au assay

0.1

10%

HARD (%)

Laboratoire Expert Duplicate Assay (Au gpt)

L.E. L.E. (Duplicate)
699
699
0.005
0.001
0.980
0.992
0.232
0.231
0.177
0.179
0.008
0.008
0.201
0.200
0.9849
97.6%

Ranked Half Absolute Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

Bias Chart Check Assay Pairs (0- 1 gpt Au)
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

1.0

HARD (%)

Laboratoire Expert Duplicate Assay (Au gpt)

Project
Data Series
Data Type
Commodity
Analytical Method
Detection Limit
Original Dataset
Paired Dataset

Statistics
Sample Count
Minimum Value
Maximum Value
Mean
Median
Standard Error
Standard Deviation
Correlation Coefficient
Pairs ≤ 10% HARD

0.01

1%

N = 699 pairs
0.001
0.001

0.01

0.1

Laboratoire Expert First Assay (Au gpt)

CM / vp – sbb – ab – sk – gc – jfc

1

0%
0.001

0.01

0.1

1

Individual Mean (Au gpt)
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Bias Charts and Precision Plots for samples assayed with atomic absorption finish relative to samples
assayed with gravimetric finish by Laboratoire Expert between 2009 and 2011.

Project
Data Series
Data Type
Commodity
Analytical Method
Detection Limit
Original Dataset
Paired Dataset

Vantex - Galloway
2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples
DDH Samples
Au in gpt
Fire Assay
0.005 gpt
Lab. Expert Fire As. - AAS Finish
Lab. Expert Fire As. - GRAV Finish

Bias Chart Check Assay Pairs (0-10 gpt Au)
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

10

L.E. (FA-GEO) L.E. (FA-GRAV)
483
483
0.095
0.890
8.503
8.570
1.738
1.830
1.441
1.510
0.045
0.046
0.979
1.009
0.9829
99.6%

Ranked Half Absolute Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)
100%

N = 483 pairs

N = 483 pairs

90%

8

Au assay

80%

y = 1.0436x
R² = 0.9651

70%

6

HARD (%)

Lab. Expert Fire As. - GRAV Finish (Au gpt)

Statistics
Sample Count
Minimum Value
Maximum Value
Mean
Median
Standard Error
Standard Deviation
Correlation Coefficient
Pairs ≤ 10% HARD

4

2

4

40%

+10%

20%

-10%

10%

0
0

50%

30%

2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples

2

60%

6

8

99.6%

0%

10

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Lab. Expert Fire As. - AAS Finish (Au gpt)
Bias Chart Check Assay Pairs (0-2 gpt Au)
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

70%

80%

90%

100%

100%

N = 483 pairs

N = 483 pairs

80%

y = 1.0436x
R² = 0.9651

Au assay

60%

1.5
40%

HRD (%)

Lab. Expert Fire As. - GRAV Finish (Au gpt)

60%

Mean versus Half Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

2.0

1.0

20%
0%
-20%

0.5

-40%

2009 - 2011 Duplicate Samples

-60%

+10%
-10%

-80%

0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

-100%

2.0

0.1

1

10

Individual Mean (Au gpt)

Lab. Expert Fire As. - AAS Finish (Au gpt)
Q-Q Plot Check Assay Pairs
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

Mean versus Half Absolute Relative Deviation Plot
(Laboratoire Expert; DDH Samples)

10

100%

N = 483 pairs
Au assay

10%

HARD (%)

Lab. Expert Fire As. - GRAV Finish (Au gpt)

50%

Rank

1

1%

N = 483 pairs
0.1

0%

0.1

1

Lab. Expert Fire As. - AAS Finish (Au gpt)

CM / vp – sbb – ab – sk – gc – jfc

10

0.1

1

10

Individual Mean (Au gpt)
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
To accompany the report entitled Mineral Resource Technical Report Galloway Project, Quebec, Canada and
dated September 5, 2012.
I, Chris MacInnis, do hereby certify that:
1) I am a Consultant (Geology) with the firm of SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. (SRK) with an office at 1084 Regent
St. South, Suite 101, Sudbury, ON, Canada;
2) I am a graduate of St. Mary’s University and received a B.Sc. (Geology and Biology) in 2001. I have practiced my
profession continuously since 2003. I have more than seven years of geological consulting experience and I am an
expert in grade estimation and modelling techniques. I have been employed by SRK Consulting for the last year and
a half. Prior to that I was employed by Datamine Canada for five years as a Geological Consultant. Before
Datamine, I was an independent Wellsite Geologist for two years and I began my professional geology career
working for Datalog, Inc. as a Wellsite Geologist for a year and half. I have produced resource estimates and block
models on gold, nickel, silver, copper, lead, and zinc projects and have had exposure to many different mine and
exploration projects across Canada;
3) I am a Professional Geoscientist registered with the Association of Professional Geoscientists of Ontario
(APGO#2059) ;
4) I have not personally inspected the subject property;
5) I have read the definition of “qualified person” set out in National Instrument 43-101 and certify that by virtue of
my education, affiliation to a professional association, and past relevant work experience, I fulfill the requirements
to be a “qualified person” for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101 and this technical report has been
prepared in compliance with National Instrument 43-101 and Form 43-101F1;
6) I am independent of the issuer as defined in Section 1.5 of National Instrument 43-101;
7) I am the principal author of this report and accept professional responsibility for Sections 1 through 12 and Sections
14 to 18 of this technical report. I also contributed to Sections 13;
8) I have had no previous involvement with the subject property;
9) I have read National Instrument 43-101 and confirm that this technical report has been prepared in compliance
therewith;
10) SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. was retained by Vantex Resources Ltd. to prepare a technical audit of the Galloway
project. The preceding report is based on a site visit, a review of project files, and discussions with Vantex
Resources Ltd. personnel;
11) I have not received, nor do I expect to receive, any interest, directly or indirectly, in the Galloway project or
securities of Vantex Resources Ltd.; and
12) That, as of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, this technical report
contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be disclosed to make the technical report not
misleading.

Sudbury
September 5, 2012

CM / vp – sbb – ab – sk – gc – jfc

[“signed and sealed”]
Mr. Chris MacInnis, P.Geo. (Limited)
Consultant (Resource Geology)
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
To accompany the report entitled Mineral Resource Technical Report, Galloway Project, Quebec, Canada
and dated September 5, 2012.
I, Sébastien B. Bernier, do hereby certify that:
1) I am a Senior Consultant (Resource Geology) with the firm of SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. (SRK) with an office
at Suite 101, Regent Street South, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada;
2) I am a graduate of the University of Ottawa in 2001 with B.Sc. (Honours) Geology and I obtained a M.Sc. degree in
Geology from Laurentian University in 2003. I have practiced my profession continuously since 2002. I worked in
exploration and commercial production of base and precious metals mainly in Canada. I have been focussing my
career on geostatistical studies, geological modelling and resource modelling of base and precious metals since
2004;
3) I am a Professional Geoscientist registered with the Association of Professional Geoscientists of Ontario
(APGO#1847) and with the Ordre des Géologues du Québec (OGQ# 1034) ;
4) I have not personally inspected the subject property;
5) I have read the definition of “qualified person” set out in National Instrument 43-101 and certify that by virtue of
my education, affiliation to a professional association, and past relevant work experience, I fulfill the requirements
to be a “qualified person” for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101 and this technical report has been
prepared in compliance with National Instrument 43-101 and Form 43-101F1;
6) I am independent of the issuer as defined in Section 1.5 of National Instrument 43-101;
7) I am a co-author of this report and accept professional responsibility for Sections 13;
8) I have had no previous involvement with the subject property;
9) I have read National Instrument 43-101 and confirm that this technical report has been prepared in compliance
therewith;
10) SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. was retained by Vantex Resources Ltd. to prepare a technical audit of the Galloway
project. The preceding report is based on a site visit, a review of project files, and discussions with Vantex
Resources Ltd. personnel;
11) I have not received, nor do I expect to receive, any interest, directly or indirectly, in the Galloway project or
securities of Vantex Resources Ltd.; and
12) That, as of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, this technical report
contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be disclosed to make the technical report not
misleading.

Sudbury
September 5, 2012
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[“signed and sealed”]
Mr. Sébastien B. Bernier, P.Geo.
Senior Consultant (Resource Geology)
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFIED PERSON
To accompany the report entitled Mineral Resource Technical Report, Galloway Project, Quebec, Canada
and dated September 5, 2012.
I, Jean-François Couture, do hereby certify that:
1) I am a Corporate Consultant (Geology) with the firm of SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. with an office at Suite 2100,
25 Adelaide Street East Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5C 3A1;
2) I am a graduate of the Université Laval in Quebec City with a BSc. in Geology in 1982. I obtained a M.Sc.A. in
Earth Sciences and a Ph.D. in Mineral Resources from the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi in 1986 and 1994,
respectively. I have practiced my profession continuously since 1982. From 1982 to 1988, I conducted regional
mapping programs in the Precambrian Shield of Canada. From 1988 to 1996, I conducted mineral deposit studies
for a variety of base and precious metals deposits of hydrothermal and magmatic origins. From 1996 to 2000, I was
a Senior Exploration Geologist responsible for the development, execution, and management of exploration
program for base and precious metals in Precambrian terranes, including volcanogenic sulphide deposits. Since
2001, I have authored and co-authored several independent technical reports on base and precious metals
exploration and mining projects in Canada, United States, China, Kazakhstan, Northern Europe, South America,
West Africa, and South Africa;
3) I am a Professional Geoscientist registered with the Association of Professional Geoscientists of Ontario
(APGO#0196) and the Ordre des Géologues du Québec (OGQ#1106);
4) I have personally inspected the subject project on July 20, 2011;
5) I have read the definition of “qualified person” set out in National Instrument 43-101 and certify that by virtue of
my education, affiliation to a professional association, and past relevant work experience, I fulfill the requirements
to be a “qualified person” for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101 and this technical report has been
prepared in compliance with National Instrument 43-101 and Form 43-101F1;
6) I, as a qualified person, I am independent of the issuer as defined in Section 1.5 of National Instrument 43-101;
7) I am the co-author of this technical report and responsible for compiling Sections 1 to 13 and parts of Sections 24 to
26; and I accept professional responsibility for those sections of this technical report;
8) I have had no prior involvement with the subject property;
9) I have read National Instrument 43-101 and confirm that this technical report has been prepared in compliance
therewith;
10) SRK Consulting (Canada) Inc. was retained by Vantex Resources Ltd. to prepare a technical audit of the Galloway
project. The preceding report is based on a site visit, a review of project files and discussions with Vantex
Resources Inc. personnel;
11) I have not received, nor do I expect to receive, any interest, directly or indirectly, in the Galloway project or
securities of Vantex Resources Ltd.; and
12) That, as of the date of this certificate, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, this technical report
contains all scientific and technical information that is required to be disclosed to make the technical report not
misleading.

Toronto
September 5, 2012
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[“signed and sealed”]
Jean-François Couture, Ph.D., P.Geo. (APGO#0196)
Corporate Consultant (Geology)
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